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3. Defendant CDS Wireless is a corporation organized under the laws of the State of 

California with its principal place of business at 725 Farmers Lane, Suite 17, Santa Rosa, CA 

95405. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

4. This is an action for patent infringement arising under the Patent Laws of the 

United States, Title 35 of the United States Code. 

5. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338. 

6. Defendant is subject to the jurisdiction of this Court because it operates, and its 

owner resides, in this State.   

7. Venue is proper in this judicial district under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391(c) and 1400(b). 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

8. On April 27, 1993, U.S. Patent No. 5,206,854 (the "'854 Patent"), entitled 

"Detecting Loss of Echo Cancellation" was duly and legally issued by the United States Patent and 

Trademark Office to inventors William L. Betts and Robert A. Day, II (collectively the "'854 

Inventors").  The '854 Patent has been duly and legally assigned to Brandywine.  A copy of the 

'854 Patent is attached as Exhibit A. 

9. On October 5, 1993, U.S. Patent No. 5,251,328 (the "'328 Patent"), entitled 

"Predistortion Technique for Commumcations Systems," was duly and legally issued by the 

United States Patent and Trademark Office to inventor David G. Shaw (the "'328 Inventor").  The 

'328 Patent and has been duly and legally assigned to Brandywine.  A copy of the '328 Patent is 

attached as Exhibit B. 

10. On September 22, 1998, U.S. Patent No. 5,812,537 (the "'537 Patent"), entitled 

"Echo Canceling Method and Apparatus for Data Over Cellular," was duly and legally issued by 

the United States Patent and Trademark Office to inventors William Lewis Betts, Ramon B. 

Hazen, and Robert Earl Scott (collectively the "'537 Inventors").  The '537 Patent has been duly 

and legally assigned to Brandywine.  A copy of the '537 Patent is attached as Exhibit C. 

11. On October 27, 1998, U.S. Patent No. 5,828,657 (the "'657 Patent"), entitled ''Half-

Duplex Echo Canceler Training Using a Pilot Signal," was duly and legally issued by the United 
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States Patent and Trademark Office to inventors William Lewis Betts, Ramon B. Hazen, and 

Robert Earl Scott (collectively the "'657 Inventors").  The '657 Patent has been duly and legally 

assigned to Brandywine.  A copy of the '657 Patent is attached as Exhibit D. 
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12. On November 29, 2005, U.S. Patent No. 6,970,501 (the "'501 Patent"), entitled 

"Method and Apparatus For Automatic Selection and Operation of a Subscriber Line Spectrum 

Class Technology," was duly and legally issued by the United States Patent and Trademark Office 

to inventors Gordon Bremer and Phillip J. Kyees (collectively the "'501 Inventors").  The '501 

Patent has been duly and legally assigned to Brandywine.  A copy of the '501 Patent is attached as 

Exhibit E. 
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12
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13. On February 22, 2011, U.S. Patent No. 7,894,472 (the "'472 Patent"), entitled 

"Method and Apparatus For Automatic Selection and Operation of a Subscriber Line Spectrum 

Class Technology," was duly and legally issued by the United States Patent and Trademark Office 

to inventors Gordon Bremer and Phillip J. Kyees (collectively the "'472 Inventors").  The '472 

Patent has been duly and legally assigned to Brandywine.  A copy of the '472 Patent is attached as 

Exhibit F. 

17

18

19

14. On December 10, 2012, Brandywine sent a letter to Defendant notifying Defendant 

that it has been infringing the '854, '328, '537, '657, '501, and '472 Patents through the operation of 

its Digital Subscriber Line (“DSL”) business.  This letter was sent by certified mail with return 

receipt requested.  Upon information and belief, Defendant has received the letter. 

24

26

27

28

FIRST CLAIM OF RELIEF 

INFRINGEMENT OF U.S. PATENT NO. 5,206,854 

(35 U.S.C. § 271) 

15. The allegations set forth in the foregoing paragraphs 1 through 14 are hereby 

realleged and incorporated herein by reference. 

16. Upon information and belief, Defendant has infringed one or more claims of the 

'854 Patent in this judicial district and elsewhere by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale 

services and products that infringe and/or perform processes that infringe one or more claims of 

the '854 Patent ("Accused Services and Products for the '854 Patent"). 
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. Upon information and belief, Defendant's Accused Services and Products for the 

'854 Patent include but are not limited to Defendant’s DSL service and equipment. 

8. Defendant had actual knowledge of the '854 Patent and its alleged infringement of 

that patent since at least the time it received Brandywine’s December 10, 2012 notice of 

infringement letter.   

. Because of Defendant's infringement of the '854 Patent, Brandywine has suffered 

damages. 

SECOND CLAIM OF RELIEF 

INFRINGEMENT OF U.S. PATENT NO. 5,251,328 

(35 U.S.C. § 271) 

20. The allegations set forth in the foregoing paragraphs 1 through 19 are hereby 

realleged and incorporated herein by reference. 

21. Upon information and belief, Defendant has infringed one or more claims of the 

'328 Patent in this judicial district and elsewhere by making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale 

services and products that infringe and/or perform processes that infringe one or more claims of 

the '328 Patent ("Accused Services and Products for the '328 Patent"). 

22. Upon information and belief, Defendant's Accused Services and Products for the 

'328 Patent include but are not limited to Defendant’s DSL service and equipment. 

23. Defendant had actual knowledge of the '328 Patent and its alleged infringement of 

that patent since at least the time it received Brandywine’s December 10, 2012 notice of 

infringement letter.   

24. Because of Defendant's infringement of the '328 Patent, Brandywine has suffered 

damages. 

THIRD CLAIM OF RELIEF 

INFRINGEMENT OF U.S. PATENT NO. 5,812,537 

(35 U.S.C. § 271) 

25. The allegations set forth in the foregoing paragraphs 1 through 24 are hereby 

realleged and incorporated herein by reference. 
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29. Upon information and belief, since at least the time it received Brandywine’s 

December 10, 2012 notice letter, Defendant has committed and continues to commit acts of 

contributory infringement of the '537 Patent under 35 U.S.C. § 271(c) by providing products, 

including the Accused Services and Products to others, including but not limited to its customers 

and partners, knowing or willfully blind to the fact that that these products constitute a material 

part of the invention, were especially made or especially adapted for use in an infringement of the 

'537 Patent, and have no substantial non-infringing uses.   

18
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30. In particular, the Accused Services and Products include DSL modems, which 

constitute an especially adapted component to receive Defendant's DSL service.  These modems 

are used by Defendant's partners and customers to perform all of the steps recited in one claim of 

the '537 Patent.  These modems have no substantial non-infringing uses at least because they 

contain components whose only purpose is to practice the claimed method of providing the 

infringing DSL service.  The use of these modems by Defendant's partners and customers 

constitutes direct infringement of at least one claim of the '537 Patent.  Defendant has known or 

remained willfully blind to these facts since at least the date it received the notice letter from 

Brandywine notifying Defendant that such activities infringed the '537 Patent.   

27

28

31. Upon information and belief, since at least the time it received Brandywine’s 

December 10, 2012 notice letter, Defendant has induced and continues to induce others to infringe 

at least one claim of the '537 Patent under 35 U.S.C. § 271(b) by, among other things, and with 

26. Upon information and belief, Defendant has infringed and continues to infringe one 

or more claims of the '537 Patent in this judicial district and elsewhere by making, using, selling, 

and/or offering for sale services and products that infringe and/or perform processes that infringe 

one or more claims of the '537 Patent ("Accused Services and Products for the '537 Patent"). 

. Upon information and belief, Defendant's Accused Services and Products for the 

'537 Patent include but are not limited to Defendant’s DSL service, modems, and equipment. 

8. Defendant had actual knowledge of the '537 Patent and its alleged infringement of 

that patent since at least the time it received Brandywine’s December 10, 2012 notice of 

infringement letter.   
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not limited to Defendant's partners and customers, whose use of the Accused Services and 
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32. In particular, Defendant's actions that aid and abet others such as its partners and 

customers to infringe include advertising and distributing the Accused Services and Products and 

providing instruction materials, training, and consulting services regarding the Accused Services 

and Products.  On information and belief, Defendant has engaged in such actions with specific 

intent to cause infringement or with willful blindness to the resulting infringement because 

Defendant has had actual knowledge of the '537 Patent and that its acts were inducing its 

customers to infringe the '537 Patent since at least the date it received the notice letter from 

Brandywine notifying Defendant that such activities infringed the '537 Patent.   

13

14

33. Despite Brandywine’s notice regarding the '537 Patent, Defendant has continued to 

infringe the '537 Patent.  On information and belief, Defendant's infringement has been and 

continues to be willful. 

20
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34. Brandywine has been harmed by Defendant's infringing activities. 

FOURTH CLAIM OF RELIEF 

INFRINGEMENT OF U.S. PATENT NO. 5,828,657 

(35 U.S.C. § 271) 

35. The allegations set forth in the foregoing paragraphs 1 through 34 are hereby 

realleged and incorporated herein by reference. 

36. Upon information and belief, Defendant has infringed and continues to infringe one 

or more claims of the '657 Patent in this judicial district and elsewhere by making, using, selling, 

and/or offering for sale services and products that infringe and/or perform processes that infringe 

one or more claims of the '657 Patent ("Accused Services and Products for the '657 Patent"). 

37. Upon information and belief, Defendant's Accused Services and Products for the 

'657 Patent include but are not limited to Defendant’s DSL service, modems, and equipment. 

38. Defendant had actual knowledge of the '657 Patent and its alleged infringement of 

that patent since at least the time it received Brandywine’s December 10, 2012 notice of 
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39. Upon information and belief, since at least the time it received Brandywine’s 

December 10, 2012 notice letter, Defendant has committed and continues to commit acts of 

contributory infringement of the '657 Patent under 35 U.S.C. § 271(c) by providing products, 

including the Accused Services and Products to others, including but not limited to its customers 

and partners, knowing or willfully blind to the fact that these products constitute a material part of 

the invention, were especially made or especially adapted for use in an infringement of the '657 

Patent, and have no substantial non-infringing uses.   
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40. In particular, the Accused Services and Products include DSL modems, which 

constitute an especially adapted component to receive Defendant's DSL service.  These modems 

are used by Defendant's partners and customers to perform all of the steps recited in one claim of 

the '657 Patent.  These modems have no substantial non-infringing uses at least because they 

contain components whose only purpose is to practice the claimed method of providing the 

infringing DSL service.  The use of these modems by Defendant's partners and customers 

constitutes direct infringement of at least one claim of the '657 Patent.  Defendant has known or 

remained willfully blind to these facts since at least the date it received the notice letter from 

Brandywine notifying Defendant that such activities infringed the '657 Patent.   
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41. Upon information and belief, since at least the time it received Brandywine’s 

December 10, 2012 notice letter, Defendant has induced and continues to induce others to infringe 

at least one claim of the '657 Patent under 35 U.S.C. § 271(b) by, among other things, and with 

specific intent or willful blindness, actively aiding and abetting others to infringe, including but 

not limited to Defendant's partners and customers, whose use of the Accused Services and 

Products constitutes direct infringement of at least one claim of the '657 Patent.   
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42. In particular, Defendant's actions that aid and abet others such as its partners and 

customers to infringe include advertising and distributing the Accused Services and Products and 

providing instruction materials, training, and consulting services regarding the Accused Services 

and Products.  On information and belief, Defendant has engaged in such actions with specific 

intent to cause infringement or with willful blindness to the resulting infringement because 
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customers to infringe the '657 Patent since at least the date it received the notice letter from 

Brandywine notifying Defendant that such activities infringed the '657 Patent.   
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3. Despite Brandywine’s notice regarding the '657 Patent, Defendant has continued to 

infringe the '657 Patent.  On information and belief, Defendant's infringement has been and 

continues to be willful. 

44. Brandywine has been harmed by Defendant's infringing activities. 

FIFTH CLAIM OF RELIEF 

INFRINGEMENT OF U.S. PATENT NO. 6,970,501 

(35 U.S.C. § 271) 

45. The allegations set forth in the foregoing paragraphs 1 through 44 are hereby 

realleged and incorporated herein by reference. 

46. Upon information and belief, Defendant has infringed and continues to infringe one 

or more claims of the '501 Patent in this judicial district and elsewhere by making, using, selling, 

and/or offering for sale services and products that infringe and/or perform processes that infringe 

one or more claims of the '501 Patent ("Accused Services and Products for the '501 Patent"). 

47. Upon information and belief, Defendant's Accused Services and Products for the 

'501 Patent include but are not limited to Defendant’s DSL service, modems, and equipment. 

48. Defendant had actual knowledge of the '501 Patent and its alleged infringement of 

that patent since at least the time it received Brandywine’s December 10, 2012 notice of 

infringement letter.   

49. Upon information and belief, since at least the time it received Brandywine’s 

December 10, 2012 notice letter, Defendant has induced and continues to induce others to infringe 

at least one claim of the '501 Patent under 35 U.S.C. § 271(b) by, among other things, and with 

specific intent or willful blindness, actively aiding and abetting others to infringe, including but 

not limited to Defendant's partners and customers, whose use of the Accused Services and 

Products constitutes direct infringement of at least one claim of the '501 Patent.   

50. In particular, Defendant's actions that aid and abet others such as its partners and 
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providing instruction materials, training, and consulting services regarding the Accused Services 

and Products.  On information and belief, Defendant has engaged in such actions with specific 

intent to cause infringement or with willful blindness to the resulting infringement because 

Defendant has had actual knowledge of the '501 Patent and that its acts were inducing its 

customers to infringe the '501 Patent since at least the date it received the notice letter from 

Brandywine notifying Defendant that such activities infringed the '501 Patent.   
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51. Despite Brandywine’s notice regarding the '501 Patent, Defendant has continued to 

infringe the '501 Patent.  On information and belief, Defendant's infringement has been and 

continues to be willful. 

52. Brandywine has been harmed by Defendant's infringing activities. 

SIXTH CLAIM OF RELIEF 

INFRINGEMENT OF U.S. PATENT NO. 7,894,47 

(35 U.S.C. § 271) 

53. The allegations set forth in the foregoing paragraphs 1 through 52 are hereby 

realleged and incorporated herein by reference. 

54. Upon information and belief, Defendant has infringed and continues to infringe one 

or more claims of the '472 Patent in this judicial district and elsewhere by making, using, selling, 

and/or offering for sale services and products that infringe and/or perform processes that infringe 

one or more claims of the '472 Patent ("Accused Services and Products for the '472 Patent"). 

55. Upon information and belief, Defendant's Accused Services and Products for the 

'472 Patent include but are not limited to Defendant’s DSL service, modems, and equipment. 

56. Defendant had actual knowledge of the '472 Patent and its alleged infringement of 

that patent since at least the time it received Brandywine’s December 10, 2012 notice of 

infringement letter.   

57. Upon information and belief, since at least the time it received Brandywine’s 

December 10, 2012 notice letter, Defendant has induced and continues to induce others to infringe 

at least one claim of the '472 Patent under 35 U.S.C. § 271(b) by, among other things, and with 
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58. In particular, Defendant's actions that aid and abet others such as its partners and 

customers to infringe include advertising and distributing the Accused Services and Products and 

providing instruction materials, training, and consulting services regarding the Accused Services 

and Products.  On information and belief, Defendant has engaged in such actions with specific 

intent to cause infringement or with willful blindness to the resulting infringement because 

Defendant has had actual knowledge of the '472 Patent and that its acts were inducing its 

customers to infringe the '472 Patent since at least the date it received the notice letter from 

Brandywine notifying Defendant that such activities infringed the '472 Patent.   

13

14

59. Despite Brandywine’s notice regarding the '472 Patent, Defendant has continued to 

infringe the '472 Patent.  On information and belief, Defendant's infringement has been and 

continues to be willful. 

20
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60. Brandywine has been harmed by Defendant's infringing activities. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Brandywine respectfully requests that this Court enter judgment for 

Brandywine and against Defendant as follows: 

A. An adjudication that Defendant has infringed the '854, '328, '537, '657, '501, and 

'472 Patents; 

B. An award of damages to be paid by Defendant adequate to compensate Brandywine 

for Defendant's past infringement of the above Patents, and any continuing or future infringement 

through the date such judgment is entered, including interest, costs, expenses and an accounting of 

all infringing acts including, but not limited to, those acts not presented at trial; 

C. An order that Defendant pay an ongoing royalty in an amount to be determined for 

any continued infringement of the above Patents after the date judgment is entered;   

D. An award of treble damages under 35 U.S.C. § 284; 

E. A declaration finding this to be an exceptional case, and awarding Brandywine 
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DETECTING LOSS OF ECHO CANCELLATION 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to data communication 
techniques. In particular it relates to the detection of the 
presence or absence of a remote signal in a modem that 
uses echo cancellation. 

5 

In the field of data communications, it is often ad van- 10 
tageous for data traffic to be carried over a single com
munications channel, e.g., a "two-wire" circuit, in both 
directions simultaneously between a near-end and a 
far-end, or remote, modem. This simultaneous, two
way, transmission is known as 'full-duplex' operation. In 15 
order to accommodate full-duplex operation, signal 
energies from both directions of transmission must be 
superimposed on this single communications channel 
simultaneously. As a result, some signal energy from 
each direction of transmission inevitably leaks through 20 

to the opposite direction path. This cross-path leakage 
allows some of a modem's transmitted signal to appear 
at the input of tis own receiver. This undesired leaked
through signal is often referred to as "echo." An echo 
signal can seriously degrade a modem receiver's perfor- 25 
mance if not mitigated. 

Although the echo cannot simply be filtered, it can be 
reduced to acceptable levels through the use of an 
adaptive "echo canceler" within the modem. The echo 
canceler adaptively synthesizes a replica of the echo, 30 
which is then subtracted from the received signal, leav
ing a substantially echo-free signal. This echo-compen
sated signal is applied to the modem'data receiver. The 
echo canceler technique has been so successful that it 
now is a standard component in most full-duplex high- 35 

speed modems. 
However, modems which employ an echo cancella

tion technique have a unique difficulty in reliably de
tecting the presence and absence of the remote signal. 

40 Usually, in an echo-canceling modem, an energy detec
tor is placed after the echo canceler in order to measure 
the combined energy of the remote signal, noise and 
residual echo. This type of detector provides an esti
mate of the remote signal plus nois: only as. long as the 

45 
residual or uncanceled echo remams relatively small. 
However, when the connection to the remote modem is 
abruptly dropped, the resulting change in impedance of 
the communications channel to the near-end modem 
causes the residual echo to increase. As a result, the 50 
energy detector detects the energy due to the increased 
signal level of the residual echo and does not detect the 
disconnect-even through the remote signal has disap
peared. When this happens, a user must manually dis
connect the modem before attempting to reestablish the 55 
connection. 

It should also be noted that a modem's receiver can 
also use its measure of the mean-squared-error (MSE) 
between the receiver's estimate of the received data and 
the receiver's equalizer output as an indicator that the 60 
connection to a remote modem has been dropped. For 
example, when the connection to the remote modem is 
dropped, the MSE increases. However, in echo-cancel
ing modems it has been observed that the receiver, 
through influence of the equalizer, carrier recovery and 65 
timing recovery circuits, may still"lock-on" to the echo 
signal notwithstanding that during the disconnect of the 
remote modem the MSE briefly increased. 

2 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The need to reliably detect the presence or absence of 
a remote signal in an echo-canceled signal is addressed, 
in accordance with the invention, by detecting a corre
lation between an echo estimate signal and the echo
canceled signal. Since the echo estimate signal is de
rived from a transmitted signal, which is the source of 
the echo signal, this correlation is effectively between 
the transmitted signal and the echo-canceled signal and 
is representative of the amount of residual echo, or 
transmitted signal, present in the echo-canceled signal. 
As a result, the degree of correlation determines the 
presence or absence of a remote signal. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the echo
canceled signal is separately correlated to a near-end 
and far-end echo estimate. A detector is placed at the 
output of each correlator to signal the correlation be
tween the echo-canceled signal and either the near-end 
or far-end echo estimate signals. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a full-duplex communi
cation system; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a portion of the receiver 
structure of a prior art modem; 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a portion of a modem 
structure embodying the principles of the invention; 
and 

FIG. 4 is an another implementation of the correlator 
shown in FIG. 3. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

FIG. 1 shows an illustrative full-duplex communica
tion system employing modems to communicate data 
over a single communications channel. The operation of 
the various components is well known. In addition, for 
simplicity, both modems 100 and 300 are assumed to be 
identical in structure and operation; therefore, only 
modem 100 will be described in detail hereinbelow. 

Modems 100 and 300 both utilize the same frequency 
band to simultaneously transmit and receive signals, 
which are representative of their respective input data 
sequences {Xk}, {yk}, over channel200. ~llustratively, 
modems 100 and 300 employ quadrature amplitude 
modulation (QAM). 

Channel 200, which is representative of the Public 
Switched Telephone Network, consists of bidirectional, 
"two-wire" customer loops 210 and 230 coupled to 
unidirectional paths 220 and 221, through hybrids 240 
and 250. Two-wire loops 210 and 230 are physical pairs 
of wire, which carry both directions of transmission 
simultaneously. Unidirectional paths 220 and 221 may 
or may not be physical pairs of wires, but in any case 
comprise what is commonly referred to as a "four-wire" 
path-in essence, dual two-wire paths, each dedicated 
to one direction of transmission. Hybrids 240 and 250 
perform the "four-wire to two-wire conversion" func
tions, splitting and combining the signals for each direc
tion of transmission. Similarly, hybrids 120 and 320 
perform the directional splitting/combining of the sig
nals within modems 100 and 300, respectively. 

The input data sequence {xk} to modem 100 is first 
processed by transmitter 110 to form near-end transmit
ted signal ns(t). This signal is representative of the input 
data sequence to modem 100, and may also include 
scrambling, redundancy and other forms of encoding. 
Hybrid 120 couples transmitted signal ns(t) into two-
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wire loop 210 at input port HJN for transmission to 
modem 300. 

At the same time, far-end modem 300 is similarly 
transmitting far-end, or remote, signal fs(t). However, 
the signal received by hybrid 120 is not fs(t) but a ver
sion thereof corrupted by (a) various forms of channel
induced distortion including Gaussian noise, intersym
bol interference, phase jitter and frequency offset and 
(b) a so-called far-echo signal ecj(t) of signal ns(t) 
caused, for example, by an impedance mismatch at the 
two-wire loop 230/hybrid 320 interface. The signal 
received by hybrid 120 is, therefore, signal rs(t), where 

r>{t)=fl(t) +ecj(t)+distortion. 

4 
The signals res13 ecnd(t) and res-ecjd(t) represent the 
respective residual echo signal of then ear-end and far
end echo signals, respectively, i..e., res-ecnd(t)=ecnd(t
)-ecnd(t) and res_eCfd(t)=ecfd{t)-ecfd(t). When the 

5 respective echo estimates approximate the actual near
end and far-end echo, then, for all practical purposes, 
the energy of signal res_ecnd(t)~O and the energy of 
signal res_ec/d(t)~O. As a result, signal rs"d(t) is essen
tially an echo-free signal, which is then processed by the 

10 remainder of receiver 130. 
In the prior art, this echo-canceled received signal 

rs"d(t) is provided to energy detector 145 to determine 
the presence or absence of the remote signal, i.e., fs(t). 
However, if there is a disconnect in the near-end echo 

15 path, e.g., at the interface between hybrid 120 and two-
Hybrid 120 extracts analog received signal rs'(t) from wire loop 210, of FIG. 1, the resultant impedance 

two-wire loop 210, on output port HoUT. Ideally, the change as seen by hybrid 120 causes the near-end echo 
transfer function u(t) from HJNtO HoUTwould be zero, signal ecn(t) to change, e.g., increase. Typically, echo 
so that rs'(t) would consist of solely the received signal, canceler 134 uses a very small adaptation step size since 
i.e., rs(t), from two-wire loop 210. However, in prac- 20 a larger step size would limit the amount of cancellation 
tice, u(t)=#), and consequently rs'(t)=rs(t)+ecn(t). This that could be achieved in the presence of the received 
undesirable signal, ecn(t), due to the local transmitter, is signal. Consequently, any echo estimate will change 
called 'near-end echo' and represents that portion of the very slowly. Therefore, for some time, which can typi-
near-end signal energy from ns(t) that leaks through cally be several minutes, following the sudden impe-
hybrid 120 into receiver 130. Both near-end echo and 25 dance change, echo estimate signal ecnd(t) will continue 
far-end echo represent sources of interference to a to mimic the shape, level, and delay of the echo prior to 
modem receiver and are typically mitigated by corre- the change and during this time the energy of signal 
spending echo cancelers in the receiver. res_ecnd(t) is much greater that 0 since ecnd(t) no 

(Although it will not be discussed in detail in this longer approximates ecnd(t). As a result, energy from 
example, additional echo signals are typically intro- 30 the near-end residual echo signal is detected by energy 
duced at each four-to-two wire conversion in the sys- detector 145 as representative of the condition that the 
tern. For example, hybrid 240 may also introduce an remote signal is still present-13 when in fact the remote 
echo signal due to an impedance mismatch at the two- signal has been disconnected. It can typically take a 
wire loop 210/hybrid 240 interface. In what follows, it significant amount of time, i.e., on the order of minutes, 
will be appreciated that the invention applies, with 35 for near-end echo canceler 134 to eventually approxi-
suitable modifications, to any echo signal occurring mate the actual near-end echo signal. In the mean time, 
within the system.) the modem is left in a state where the modem, and 

FIG. 2 shows that portion of receiver 130 that miti- consequently a user, is unaware that the communica-
gates the effects of echo by including echo cancellation, tions connection is lost. 
which is typically performed in the digital domain. 40 In accordance with this invention, the presence or 
Analog received signal rs'(t) is processed and converted absence of a remote signal is detected by determining 
by low-pass filter (LPF) 131 and analog-to-digital the correlation between the echo estimate and the echo-
( A/D) converter 132 to form a digital signal rs'd(t), canceled signal rather than merely measuring the power 
where rs'd(t)=fsd(t)+ec1d(t)+distortiond+ecnd(t) and of the echo:cancel~d signal. This correlation between 
the subscript d denotes the digital form of a signal. (As 45 the echo estimate Signal and the echo-canceled signal is 
used herein, distortiond is representative of not only the representative of the amount of residual echo present in 
above mentioned forms of channel induced distortion, the echo-canceled signal. 
but also those forms of distortion introduced at respec- ~n e~b?d~ment of the invention is shown in FIG. 3, 
tive points of the receiver. For example, at this point in whi~h IS simdar to FIG. 2 except that energy detector 
the receiver, distortiondalso includes quantization error 50 145 IS augmented by near-end correlator 450, far-end 
due to AID converter 132). correlator 460, and detectors 454 and 464. (To simplify 

Signal rs' d(t) is then applied to echo canceler 140 and the description, energy detector 145 is not shown in 
combined through adders 133 and 135 with estimates, FIG. 3). The echo-canceled received signal, rs"d(t), and 
or approximations, of the near-end and far-end echo, the near-end echo estimate signal, ecnd(t), are both input 
signal ecnd(t) and signal ecfd{t), respectively. These 55 to near-end correl~tor 450. As is known in the art, cor-
echo estimates are provided by near-end echo canceler r~lator 45,? compnses multiplier. 451, which multiplies 
134 and far-end echo canceler 136. As known in the Signals rs d(t) and ecnd(t), and mtegrator 452, which 
prior art, an echo canceler is essentially a filter, whose ~tegrates the output of multiplier 451. The output of 
transfer function is adaptively determined so as to emu- mtegrator 452, or alternatively correlator 450, is applied 
late, or estimate, the corresponding "echo path." By 60 to detector 454. !he later signals correlation of the 
passing the transmit symbols through this estimated near-end echo estimate with the echo-canceled signal 
echo path an echo estimate is derived. The resultant when the degree of correlation exceeds a predetermined 
output signal from echo canceler 140 is the echo-can- value, which is representative of a disconnect. For ex-
celed received signal rs"d(t), where ample, detector 454 simply compares the output of 

65 correlator 450 to threshold 1, which is provided to 
!'S' ct_t)= fsc!.t)+resl3 

ec ncl.t) + res_eqcl. t) + distortiond. 
detector 454 on lead 455. This predetermined threshold 
is empirically determined and depends on the modem 
design and communications channel characteristics. 
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Similarly, the echo-canceled received signal, rs"d(t), 
and the far-end echo estimate signal, ecjd(t) are corre
lated by far-end correlator 460, which provides an out
put to detector 464. The later compares the degree of 
correlation of the far-end echo estimate to threshold 2. 5 
As is known in the art, the correlators and detectors can 
be implemented in any number of ways, e.g., by using a 
digital signal processor (DSP) integrated circuit. 

For example, correlator 450 can be designed to imple
ment the following equation: Cn=aCn-t+Prs"d(- 10 
t)ecnd(t). This equation shows that at a time, t, the cur
rent output of correlator 450, Cn. is also a function of 
the previous output of correlator 450, i.e., Cn-1· As is 
known in the art, this equation is representative of a 
digital low pass filter. The factors a and Pare chosen to 15 

control the gain of this filtering operation, e.g., to set a 
unity gain filter, a=0.99 and P=O.Ol. A similar equa
tion would exist for correlator 460 with substitution of 
signal ecjd(t) for signal ecnd(t). 20 

It should be noted that the energies of the echo esti
mate signal and the echo-canceled received signal can 
vary over a large range. As a result, the multiplication 
of these signals will result in a product that varies over 
a large range, which can make selection of an appropri- 25 
ate threshold difficult. One solution is to make the 
threshold dependent on the product of the energy in 
signals rs"d(t) and ecnd(t), i.e., to normalize the thresh
old to the signal energy. Another solution is use of an 
alternative irnplern~ntation of a correlator that is inde- 30 
pendent of the input signal energies. This is shown in 
FIG. 4. For simplicity, correlator 550 is described in 
terms of its operation as the near-end correlator, how
ever, a similar description would apply to the use of 
correlator 550 as the far-end correlator. Both the near- 35 
end echo estimate signal, ecnd(t), and the echo-canceled 
received signal, rs"d(t), are input to respective elements 
570 and 571, of correlator 550. Elements 570 and 571 
measure the sign of the respective input signal and pro
vide ± 1 on outputs 581 and 582, respectively. As a 40 
result, the output of multiplier 551 is limited to ± 1. This 
output is applied to adder 552, which accumulates the 
output from multiplier 551.lfthe two signals ecnd(t) and 
rs"d(t), are not correlated, the output from accumulator 
552 will stay close to, i.e., around, a value of zero. On 45 
the other hand, if these signals are correlated, the accu
mulated sum will increase, or decrease if the correlator 
inputs are 180 degrees out of phase. It should also be 
noted that even if the echo estimate signal and the echo
canceled received signal are not correlated, the value of 50 
the accumulated sum on lead 553 may, over time, drift 
from zero. This drift is dependent on the actual statisti
cal properties of the echo estimate signal and echo-can
celed received signal. As a result, the accumulated sum 
of adder 552 may also be periodically reset to zero. This 55 
accumulated sum is then applied to element 554, which 
provides the absolute value (abs) of the accumulated 
sum on correlator output lead 553. The output of corre
lator 550 is compared to a threshold, as described here-
inabove. 60 

65 

The foregoing merely illustrates the principles of the 
invention and it will thus be appreciated that hose 
skilled in the art will be able to devise numerous alterna
tive arrangements which, although not explicitly de
scribed herein, embody the principles of the invention 
and are within its spirit and scope. 

For example, although the invention is described in 
terms of correlating an echo estimate to the echo-can
celed received signal, the presence or absence of a re
mote signal can also be determined by detecting corre
lation of the transmitted signal with the echo-canceled 
received signal. · 

In addition, although the invention is illustrated 
herein as being implemented with discrete functional 
building blocks, e.g., echo cancelers, correlators and 
detectors, etc., the functions of any one or more of those 
building blocks can be carried out using one or more 
appropriate programmed processors. 

We claim: 
l. A method comprising the steps of 
receiving a signal, 
subtracting an echo estimate signal from the received 

signal to provide an echo-canceled signal, 
correlating the echo estimate signal with the echo

canceled signal to provide a degree of correlation, 
and 

determining the absence of a remote signal by detect
ing the degree of correlation of the echo estimate 
signal with the echo-canceled signal. 

2. A method of claim 1 wherein the echo estimate 
signal further comprises a near-end echo estimate signal 
and a far-end echo estimate signal. 

3. Apparatus comprising 
means for receiving a signal, 
means for subtracting an echo estimate signal from 

the received signal to provide an echo-canceled 
signal, 

means for correlating the echo estimate signal with 
the echo-canceled signal to provide a signal repre
sentative of the degree of correlation, and 

means for receiving the signal representative of the 
degree of correlation to determine the presence or 
absence of a remote signal. 

4. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein the echo estimate 
signal further comprises a near-end echo estimate signal 
and a far-end echo estimate signal 

5. Modern apparatus comprising 
means for transmitting a first signal, 
means for receiving a second signal, 
echo canceler means to provide an echo estimate 

signal representative of the first signal, 
means for combining the echo estimate signal and the 

second signal to provide an echo-canceled signal, 
means for correlating the echo estimate signal with 

the echo-canceled signal to provide a signal repre
sentative of the degree of correlation, and 

means for receiving the signal representative of the 
degree of correlation to determine the presence or 
absence of a remote signal. 

• • • • • 
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[57] ABSTRACT 

The problem of noise enhancement is eliminated in 
communications systems by predistorting the amplitude 
of the transmitted information signal in a manner which 
compensates for the amplitude distortion introduced in 
a· portion of the communications channel. In the dis
closed embodiments, the communications system in
cludes two signal transceivers which communicate with 
one another through a communications channel. The 
communications channel includes two-wire subscriber 
loops adjacent to each signal transceiver with a four
wire transmission path disposed between the subscriber 
loops. Each transceiver transmits an information signal 
which, depending on the system noise characteristics, is 
predistorted to compensate for all or a portion of the 
amplitude distortion introduced in a subscriber loop 
adjacent to that signal transceiver. The predistortion 
necessary to provide such compensation is determined 
at each transceiver in response to received signals at 
that transceiver. 

21 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets 
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PREDISTORTION TECHNIQUE FOR 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 

2 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention addresses the above-described 
problem of noise enhancement and error propagation 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates to communications 
systems and, more particularly, to a technique for com
pensating for distortion introduced in a portion of a 
communications channel. 

S by predistorting the transmitted information signal 
without requiring an error-free communications chan
nel to transmit coefficients from one transceiver to an
other. Broadly speaking, the present invention covers 
the notion of determining the distortion introduced 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
10 within a portion of a communications channel between 

two signal transceivers by processing the received sig
nal at a transceiver and then using the results of this 
processing to predistort the signal transmitted by that Distortion compensation can be categorized as being 

either postdistortion or predistortion compensation or a 
combination of both. Postdistortion compensation is 15 
compensation that is provided after distortion is intro
duced into an information signal while predistortion 
compensation is compensation for distortion prior to the 
introduction of the distortion. 

In many communications applications, the applica- 20 
tion of known distortion compensation techniques re
sults in signal noise enhancement. This results from the 
fact that the information signal is subjected to more 
distortion than the noise. One example of this is in dial-

transceiver to compensate for all or a part of the deter
mined amplitude distortion. 

In the disclosed embodiment, which pertains to the 
above-described dial-up modem application, a training 
sequence of a priori known signals is transmitted from a 
first transceiver through the communications channel 
to a second transceiver. An adaptive filter in the re
ceiver of the second transceiver receives this sequence 
and provides an error signal indicative of the amplitude 
distortion introduced in thl! subscriber loop adjacent to 
the second transceiver. This error signal is spectrally 
analyzed and the results of this analysis are used to 
adjust filters in the transmitter of the second trans-
ceiver. Such adjustment optimally sets the transmit 
conditions for communications from the second trans
ceiver to the first by predistorting the transmitted infor
mation signal to compensate for all or a portion of the 
amplitude distortion introduced in the subscriber loop 
adjacent to the second transceiver. As will be described, 
the optimum predistortion varies with the system noise 
characteristics. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ORA WING 

up modem applications, where the communications 25 
channel includes two-wire subscriber loops, each hav
ing an associated amplitude versus frequency distortion 
characteristic, and a four-wire transmission system 
therebetween. Most of the signal noise is introduced in 
the four-wire transmission system. Accordingly, any 30 
information signal propagating through the communi
cations channel is subjected to amplitude distortion 
within both subscriber loops while the noise is only 
subjected to amplitude distortion within one subscriber 
loop. The process of using linear equalizers to compen- 35 

sate for the distortion to which the information signal 
has been subjected results in over-equalization or en- FIG. 1 is a block-schematic diagram of a communica-
hancement of the noise signal. tions system implementing a first embodiment of the 

r- present invention; and 
The problem of noise enhancement is not severe .. or 

40 
FIG 2 . bl k h f d' f · 

typical voice and low-speed data applications. How- . . IS a. oc -sc ~rna IC Iagram o a ~ommumca-
th d ta t · h · h t - t10ns system 1mplementmg a second embodiment of the 

ever, as .e a rae mc~eases, sue. nms~ en ancem~n resent invention. 
becomes mtolerable as It substantially mterferes with P 
attainment of required bit error rates. Accordingly, 
compensation for such noise enhancement is required. 45 

One prior art technique for addressing noise enhance
ment involves the use of decision feedback equalizers in 
each receiver to "whiten", i.e., provide a substantially 
flat amplitude-versus-frequency spectrum for the noise 
at the equalizer output. The problem with this tech- 50 
nique is that a decision feedback equalizer is an inher
ently complex device to implement and is subject to 
error propagation. Another technique, known as the 
"Tomlinson" technique, is to adapt a decision feedback 
equalizer using a priori known data, thereby eliminating 55 
the problem of error propagation, and then transmitting 
the coefficients of this equalizer to a remote transmitter 
wherein such coefficients are used to predistort the 
transmitted signal. The shortcoming of this technique is 
that it requires the availability of an error-free commu- 60 
nications channel for coefficient transmission. Such a 
channel is not always available when required. 

Accordingly, it would be desirable if a distortion 
compensation technique could be devised which ad
dresses the problem of noise enhancement which did 65 
not have the problems of error propagation and did not 
require an error-free communications channel for coef
ficient transmission. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In the exemplary bidirectional communications sys
tem 100 shown in FIG. 1, which incorporates the pres
ent invention, transceivers 101 and 102, each incorpo
rated within a dial-up modem (not shown), communi
cate with one another via communications channell03. 
Communications channell03 includes subscriber loops 
104 and lOS which are each a two-wire communications 
path and are respectively connected to transceivers 101 
and 102. Channel 103 also includes a four-wire signal 
transmission path 106 disposed between the aforesaid 
subscriber loops. Pursuant to the disclosed embodiment 
of the present invention, signals received at each trans
ceiver of communications system 100 are processed to 
determine the amplitude distortion introduced within 
the adjacent subscriber loop. The determined amplitude 
distortion is then processed and used to predistort the 
signals transmitted from the distortion-determining 
transceiver. For purposes of simplicity, the present 
invention will be described in reference to determining 
the predistortion required for signals transmitted from 
transceiver 102 to transceiver 101 which, depending on 
the system noise characteristics, compensates for all or 
a portion of the distortion introduced within subscriber 
loop lOS. Of course, an identical technique can be used 
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to predistort the signals transmitted from transceiver 
101 to transceiver 102 so as to equivalently compensate 
for the distortion introduced within subscriber loop 104. 

To predistort the amplitude of the signal transmitted 
from transceiver 102 to transceiver 101, the amplitude S 
distortion introduced in subscriber loop 105 must first 

4 
the fact that each subscriber loop need not have the 
same length and that even if the lengths are the same, 
each subscriber loop can be fabricated using signal con
ductors having a different loss-per-unit length. How
ever, as noted above with respect to characteristic 113, 
characteristic 120 is substantially the same for signal 
transmission in either direction over subscriber loop 
105. 

Within transceiver 102, the noise and amplitude-dis-
tO torted signals coupled from subscriber loop 105 pass 

through hybrid 121. During each predetermined time 
interval when a training sequence is transmitted from 
transceiver 101, switch 122 couples the received train-

be determined. To accomplish this, in accordance with 
the present invention, at each of one or more predeter
mined time intervals, e.g., during system start-up or 
"retraining", at least one training sequence is transmit
ted from transceiver 101 to transceiver 102. Each train
ing sequence, including at least one a priori known 
signal, is coupled from training sequence generator 107 
through the transmitter section 108 of transceiver 101 to 
hybrid 109 and thence to subscriber loop 104. At other 15 
times, an information signal from information signal 
source llO is coupled to transmitter section 108 and 
thence spectrally shaped by filters 111 before being 
coupled to hybrid 109. Double-pole-double-throw 
switch 112 provides the selective coupling of either the 20 
training sequence or the information signal through the 
aforementioned apparatus. Hybrid 109 operates in well
known fashion to provide a two-to-four wire signal 
interface between transceiver 101 and subscriber loop 
104. Advantageously, the training sequence provided 25 
by training sequence generator 107 has a substantially 
flat amplitude spectrum over a frequency range greater 
than that of the information signal after spectral shaping 
by ftlters 111. While a variety of training sequences, 
such as a "chirp" or swept-frequency signal, can pro- 30 
vide such a spectrum, a preferable training sequence is a 
pseudorandom sequence. 

Subscriber loop 104 has an associated amplitude-ver
sus-frequency distortion characteristic which selec
tively attenuates the amplitude of any signal coupled 35 
therethrough. This characteristic, designated by refer
ence numerals 113 in FIG. 1, predominantly attenuates 
the coupled signal at higher frequencies and also attenu
ates, to a lesser extent, frequencies close to de due to the 
characteristics of hybrids 109 and 114. The attenuation 40 
characteristic is substantially the same for both direc
tions of transmission over subscriber loop 104. 

Four-wire signal transmission path 106 includes a pair 
of hybrids 114 and 115 and amplifiers 116 and 117. Path 
106 can also be symbolically represented as including 45 
summing nodes 118 and 119 to reflect the fact that while 
the amplitude-versus-frequency characteristic of path 
106 is substantially flat, most of the noise in communica
tions channel 103 is injected by path 106 into the signal 
coupled in either transmission direction. This noise can so 
be from a variety of sources, such as quantization noise 
in digital four-wire systems or thermal noise in analog 
four-wire systems. Each of hybrids 114 and 115 in path 
106 serves as a two-to-four-wire interface for its adja
cent subscriber loop and each amplifier provides unidi- SS 
rectional transmission in analog transmission systems 
and is representative of codecs in digital transmission -
systems. 

After propagating through four-wire transmission 
path 106, the transmitted signal from transceiver 101 60 
enters subscriber loop 105 and is again subjected to an 
amplitude-versus-frequency distortion characteristic, 
designated as 120, which selectively attenuates the am
plitude of any coupled signal. Hybrids 115 and 121 have 
a similiar effect on characteristic 120 as their counter- 65 
parts, i.e., hybrids 109 and 114, have on characteristic 
113. Characteristic 120 can be the same or different 
from characteristic 113 but is typically different due to 

ing sequence to summing node 123. At other times, i.e., 
at times when the training sequence is not transmitted, 
switch 122 couples the received information signal orig-
inally provided by information signal source 110 to 
receiver section 132 in transceiver 102. Receiver section 
132, which is of conventional design and can incorpo
rate echo-canceling apparatus, recovers the information 
signal provided by source 110. 

The received training sequence includes the noise and 
amplitude distortion introduced by communications 
channel 103. Node 1l3 combines the received training 
sequence with the output of adaptive filter 124. Filter 
124 produces its output in response to a training se-
quence provided by training sequence generator 125. 
This training sequence is identical to that provided by 
training sequence generator 107. The output of node 
1l3 is the "error" signal of the adaptive filter and is 
coupled back to filter 124 wherein it is used to adjust, in 
well-known fashion, the tap-weight coefficients therein. 
Pursuant to the present invention, it is recognized that 
once filter 124 converges, the output of node 1l3 or 
residual error signal represents the noise signal injected 
in path 106 and coupled through subscriber loop 105. 
This noise signal has only experienced the amplitude 
distortion introduced by subscriber loop 105 and can be 
analyzed to determine distortion characteristic 120, i.e., 
the amplitude-versus-frequency response of subscriber 
loop 105. This characteristic can then be analyzed and 
used to predistort the signal transmitted from trans
ceiver 102 to transceiver 101 in a manner which mini
mizes the noise enhancement associated with informa
tion signals received at transceiver 101. Advanta
geously, this technique unlike the prior art does not 
require the transmission of coefficients or equivalent 
information from transceiver 101 to transceiver 102. 

The determination of the predistortion for the trans
mitted signal from transceiver 102, which compensates 
for all or a portion of the amplitude distortion intro
duced in subscriber loop 105, is provided by spectral 
analyzer 126 and coefficient calculator 127 in response 
to the output of node 1l3. Analyzer 126, using well-
known techniques, analyzes the output signal at node 
1l3 and determines the characteristic 120 therefrom. By 
processing this determined characteristic, coefficient 
calculator 127 generates the coefficients required by 
transmit filters 128 using well-known procedures for 
filter design, such as inverse· Fourier transforms or the 
Remez exchange algorithm, to predistort the amplitude 
of the signal outputted by transmitter section 129. Infor
mation signal source 130 provides the information sig
nal to be transmitted by transmitter section 129. This 
transmitted signal is coupled through communications 
channel103, and thence to receiver section 131 in trans-
ceiver 101. Receiver section 131 recovers the informa
tion signal provided by information signal source 130. 
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In certain system applications, it is desirable to predis

tort the transmitted signal from transceiver 102 based 
on the exact inverse of the determined distortion char
acteristic 120. Such processing works well when the 
noise injected by four-wire transmission path 106 is S 
primarily quantization noise. Such quantization noise is 
introduced in analog-to-digital signal conversion and 
vice-versa and is therefore inherent in digital transmis
sion systems. In other applications, where the noise is 
primarily thermal or white noise, the optimal predistor- 10 
tion is less than that provided by an exact inversion of 
the determined distortion characteristic 120. Indeed, it 
has been found that for purely white noise the optimal 
predistortion is that obtained by using fifty percent of 
the inverse of the amplitude versus frequency differen- IS 
tial of characteristic 120. This optimal white noise pre
distortion can be readily provided by adjusting the 
output provided by spectral analyzer 126. 

FIG. 2 shows an alternate embodiment of the present 
invention which functions in a substantially identical 20 
manner to FIG. 1 except that any transceiver which 
predistorts its transmitted signal is designed with a plu
rality of transmit filters. FIG. 2 shows transceiver 202 
with a plurality of transmit filters 203-1 through 203-N, 
where N is a predetermined integer. Each of the trans- 25 
mit filters has a different predetermined filter character
istic. With this filter arrangement, instead of determin
ing the filter coefficients for a transmit filter, the output 
of spectral analyzer 126 is processed by transmit filter 
selector 204 to determine which of transmit filters 203-1 30 
through 203-N provides the optimal amplitude predis
tortion for signals transmitted from transceiver 102. 
Again, depending on system noise characteristics, this 
optimal predistortion can be that which compensates 
for all or a percentage portion of the amplitude distor- 35 
tion introduced within subscriber loop 105. Once this 
filter determination is made, the determined filter is 
serially connected to the output of transmitter portion 
127 via multi-pole switch 205. Switch 205 operates in 
response to control signals provided by transmit filter 40 
selector 204. 

It should, of course, be understood that, while the 
present invention has been disclosed in reference to a 
specifically described embodiment, numerous alterna
tive arrangements will be apparent to those of ordinary 45 
skill in the art. For example, while the disclosed em
bodiments utilize discrete devices, the devices can be 
implemented using one or more appropriately pro
grammed general-purpose processors or special-pur
pose integrated circuits or digital processors or an ana- so 
log or hybrid counterpart of any of these devices. Or, 
while the present invention has been described with 
reference to a specific communications application, it is 
also applicable to other applications wherein the ampli
tude versus distortion characteristic of a portion of the 55 
communications channel is substantially similar for each 
direction of signal transmission. 

I claim: 
1. Transceiver apparatus for use in a communications 

system wherein a communications channel through 60 
which a signal is transmitted introduces amplitude dis
tortion, said apparatus comprising 

means responsive to a received signal from said com
munications channel for determining substantially 
less than all of the amplitude distortion introduced 65 
within said communications channel, said deter
mining means being designed for determining sub
stantially less than all of the amplitude distortion 

introduced within said communications channel; 
and 

means responsive to said determined amplitude dis
tortion for predistorting a transmitted signal from 
said transceiver. 

2. A method for use in a transceiver of a communica
tions system wherein a communications channel 
through which a signal is transmitted introduces ampli
tude distortion, said method comprising the steps of 

determining less than all of the amplitude distortion 
introduced within said communications channel in 
response to a signal received from said communica
tions channel using apparatus designed to deter
mine less than all of the amplitude distortion intro
duced within said communications channel; and 

predistorting a transmitted signal from said trans
ceiver in response to said determined amplitude 
distortion. 

3. Apparatus for use in a communications system 
wherein a signal is transmitted through a communica
tions channel including a plurality of serially connected 
channel sections which introduce amplitude distortion 
into a transmitted signal including the section adjacent 
said apparatus, said apparatus comprising 

means for receiving a training sequence including at 
least one a priori known signal and 

means responsive to said received training sequence 
for determining the amplitude distortion intro
duced only in the communications channel section 
adjacent said apparatus. 

4. The apparatus of claim 3 further including means 
responsive to said determined amplitude distortion for 
predistorting a transmitted signal from said apparatus 
and wherein said predistorting means predistorts said 
transmitted signal to compensate for all of said deter
mined amplitude distortion. 

5. The apparatus of claim 3 further including means 
responsive to said determined amplitude distortion for 
predistorting a transmitted signal from said apparatus 
and wherein said predistorting means predistorts said 
transmitted signal to compensate for less than all of said 
determined amplitude distortion. 

6. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein said communica
tions channel includes two subscriber loops and the 
communications channel section adjacent said appara
tus is a subscriber loop. 

7. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein said determining 
means includes an adaptive filter. 

8. The apparatus of claim 3 further including means 
responsive to said determined amplitude distortion for 
predistorting a transmitted signal from said apparatus 
and wherein said predistorting means includes a trans
mit filter. 

9. The apparatus of claim 8 wherein said transmit 
filter has at least one filter coefficient and said determin
ing means determines said filter coefficient. 

10. The apparatus of claim 3 further including means 
responsive to said determined amplitude distortion for 
predistorting a transmitted signal from said apparatus 
and wherein said predistorting means includes a plural
ity of transmit filters. 

11. The apparatus of claim 10 wherein said determin
ing means includes means for selecting one of said trans
mit ftlters to predistort the amplitude of said transmitted 
signal. 

12. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein said determin
ing means is responsive to said training sequence at at 
least one predetermined time. 
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13. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein said training 

sequence is a pseudorandom sequence. 
14. The apparatus of claim 3 further including means 

for generating a second training sequence identical to 
that transmitted through said communications channel 5 
and said determining means includes an adaptive fllter 
which is responsive to said second training sequence. 

within one of said portions of said communications 
channel, and 

means responsive to said determined amplitude dis
tortion for predistoring said transmitted signals in 
such a way as to compensate for at least a portion 
of the distortion introduced within said one por-
tion, 

whereby enhancement of said noise as the result of 
adaptive filtering of the signals received by said 
second transceiver apparatus is reduced. 

18. The transceiver apparatus of claim 17 wherein 
said one portion is directly adjacent to said transceiver 
apparatus. 

15. A method for use in a communications system 
wherein a signal is transmitted from a transmitter 
through a communications channel to a receiver, said 10 
communications channel including a plurality of serially 
connected channel sections which introduce amplitude 
distortion into a transmitted signal including the section 
adjacent said receiver, said method comprising the steps 19. The transceiver apparatus of claim 17 wherein 

15 said signal received from the communications channel 
represents a predetermined training sequence and 
wherein said determining means includes 

of 
receiving a training sequence including at least one a 

priori known signal and 
determining the amplitude distortion introduced only 

in the communications channel section adjacent 
said receiver in response to said received training 20 
sequence. 

16. A communications system including flrst and 
second signal transceivers interconnected by a commu
nications channel which introduces amplitude distor
tion in a transmitted signal, said first signal transceiver 25 
comprising 

means for transmitting a signal through said commu
nications channel, and 

said second transceiver comprising 
means, responsive to the signal received from said 30 

communications channel, for determining substan
tially less than all of the amplitude distortion intro
duced within said communications channel, said 
determining means being designed for determining 
substantially less than all of the amplitude distor- 35 
tion introduced within said communications chan
nel, and 

means for predistorting a transmitted signal in re
sponse to said determined amplitude distortion. 

17. Transceiver apparatus for use in a communica- 40 
tions system in which signals are transmitted from said 
transceiver apparatus over a communications channel 
to second transceiver apparatus utilizing adaptive filter
ing in its receiver section, said channel being of a type 
which introduces amplitude distortion and noise into 45 
said transmitted signals, said channel having a plurality 
of portions over which said noise does not propagate 
but which introduce said amplitude distortion, said 
apparatus comprising 

means responsive to a signal received from said com- 50 
munications channel for deteqnining the amplitude 
distortion introduced into said transmitted signals 

55 

60 

65 

means responsive to that received signal and to a 
signal generated in said transceiver apparatus that 
represents said training sequence for generating an 
error signal which substantially represents only a 
noise component of that received signal, and 

means for analyzing said error signal to carry out the 
amplitude distortion determination. 

20. Transceiver apparatus for use in a communica
tions system wherein a communications channel 
through which a signal is transmitted introduces ampli
tude distortion in each of a plurality of serially con-
nected communications channel sections, said apparatus 
comprising 

means for determining the amplitude distortion intro
duced within only one of said communications 
channel sections in response to a received signal 
from said communications channel; and 

means responsive to said determined amplitude dis
tortion for predistorting a transmitted signal from 
said transceiver. 

21. A method for use in 'a transceiver of a communica
tions system wherein a communications channel 
through which a signal is transmitted introduces ampli
tude distortion in each of a plurality of serially con
nected communications channel sections, said method 
comprising the steps of 

determining the amplitude distortion introduced 
within only one of said communications channel 
sections in response to a signal received from said 
communications channel; and 

predistorting a transmitted signal from said trans
ceiver in response to said determined amplitude 
distortion. 

• • • • • 
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[57] ABSTRACT 

A processor of a cellular modem monitors for the presence 
of a residual echo signal during a full-duplex portion of a 
training sequence. In particular, the processor monitors an 
equalizer error signal during a full-duplex training phase that 
follows the half-duplex training phase for the echo canceler. 
If the processor detects a level of the error signal greater than 
a predefined threshold, the processor presumes the increase 
in the error signal is due to the presence of a residual echo 
signal and performs a predefined adjustment of the taps of 
the corresponding echo canceler of the cellular modem. 
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FIG. 4 
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ECHO CANCELING METHOD AND 
APPARATUS FOR DATA OVER CELLULAR 

2 
mentioned distortion of the far-end echo signal during 
training. In particular, circuitry in a cellular modem detects 
the presence of a residual echo signal, and, in response 
thereto, adjusts the taps of the corresponding echo canceler CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 

APPLICATIONS 5 by a predefined amount. As a result, this invention elimi
nates the incorrect training caused by the distortion of the 
far-end echo signal, thereby providing the ability to reliably 
maintain cellular data rates greater than 9600 bps. 

Related subject matter is disclosed in the co-pending 
commonly assigned, U.S. patent applications of: Betts et al., 
entitled "Echo Canceling Method and Apparatus for Data 
Over Cellular," Ser. No. 08/536,916, filed on Sep. 29, 1995; 

10 
Betts et al., entitled "Echo Canceler Gain Tracker for 
Cellular Modems," Ser. No. 08/536,917, filed on Sep. 29, 
1995. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

In an embodiment of the invention, a processor of the 
cellular modem monitors an equalizer error signal. In 
particular, this monitoring occurs in a full-duplex training 
phase that follows the half-duplex training phase for the 
echo canceler. If the processor detects a level of the error 
signal greater than a predefined threshold, the processor 

The present invention relates to data communications 
equipment, e.g., modems, and, more particularly, to echo
canceling modems. 

15 presumes the increase in the error signal is due to the 
presence of a residual echo signal and performs a predefined 
adjustment of the taps of the corresponding echo canceler of 
the cellular modem. 

This approach has an advantage in that it can work with 
20 a standard PSTN modem, i.e., no modification is required in 

the far-end PSTN modem. 

Today, the North American cellular system is predomi
nately an analog system sometimes referred to as AMPS 
(Advanced Mobile Phone Service). The corresponding cel
lular communications channel is sometimes referred to as an 
"impaired channel" since it is affected by a number of 
channel impairments like Rayleigh fading, co-channel 
interference, etc., that increase the error rate and, thus, 25 

degrade the overall performance of the mobile connection. 
This is in contrast to a land-line communications channel, 
where the predominant impairment is additive white gaus
sian noise (AWGN). Those in the art have realized that one 
way to improve data transmission rates in the cellular 30 

environment is to use a data protocol that is better suited to 
combating the effects of the cellular environment over the 
cellular portion of the data connection. One example of a 
cellular-oriented protocol is the "Enhanced Throughput Cel
lular" (ETC) protocol, developed by AT&T Paradyne. 

Nevertheless, even with a cellular-oriented protocol, 
impairments in the cellular channel continue to limit the 
effective data rate over the cellular channel. For example, 
reliable, i.e., consistent, data transmission over 9600 bits per 
second (bps) is difficult to maintain. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

35 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a mobile data communica
tions system embodying the principles of the invention; 

FIG. 2 shows an illustrative portion of a training 
sequence; 

FIG. 3 is an illustrative block diagram of modem 100 of 
FIG. 1 embodying the principles of the invention; and 

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of an illustrative method for use 
in the modem of FIG. 3. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Other than the inventive concept, the elements of FIG. 1 
function as in the prior art and will not be described in detail. 
FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a mobile data communi
cations system that includes cellular modem 100, which 

40 embodies the inventive concept. As shown, cellular modem 
100 is coupled to mobile phone 140 for transmitting data 
signals to, and receiving data signals from, PSTN modem 
300 via cell site transceiver 255, impaired channel 200, 
Mobile Telecommunications Switching Office (MTSO) 250, Notwithstanding the above-mentioned impairments 

present in the cellular channel, we have discovered a non
linearity in the cellular AMPS network that has been affect
ing the ability to reliably maintain cellular data rates over 
9600 bps. In particular, when a cellular modem is perform
ing training with a far-end PSTN modem, the cellular AMPS 
network distorts a far-end echo signal that is used by the 50 

cellular modem to train its echo canceler. We estimate that 
this distortion of the far-end echo signal occurs in approxi
mately 40% of the AMPS cellular infrastructure. The source 

45 and PSTN 340. Both cellular modem 100 and PSTN modem 
300 are also coupled to respective data terminal equipment 
(DTE) 10 and 30. 

Before describing the inventive concept, the following is 
a brief overview of the operation of the mobile data com
munications system of FIG. 1 once a data connection is 
established, i.e., after training has been completed. A data 
signal is applied to cellular modem 100, via line 11, from 
DTE 10 for transmission to PSTN modem 300. Line 11 

of the distortion of the far-end echo signal is due to a 
non-linear compander in some base-station radios and the 
half-duplex approach that modems use to train echo cancel
ers. The result is that the echo canceler of the cellular 
modem is not properly trained thereby causing a residual 
echo signal to exist. This residual echo signal limits the 
maximum cellular data rate to 9600 bps (often, this cellular 
data rate is reduced to 7200 bps.) Without this residual echo 
signal, the cellular modem and PSTN modem could often 
achieve a data rate of 14,400 bps (and even higher in the 
future). 

Therefore, and in accordance with the invention, we have 
developed a method and apparatus for reducing the residual 
echo signal, which is effectively caused by the above-

represents the signaling, electronics, and wiring, for con-
55 forming to a DTE/DCE (data communications equipment) 

interface standard like EIA RS-232. Cellular modem 100 
modulates this data signal as is known in the art to, typically, 
a quadrature amplitude modulated (QAM) signal, which is 
provided via line 133 to mobile phone 140. Although not 

60 necessary to the inventive concept, it is assumed for the 
purposes of this example that the modem signal is compat
ible with International Telecommunications Union (ITU) 
standard V.32 bis. Mobile phone 140 further modulates this 
transmission signal onto a predefined cellular carrier to 

65 provide a cellular data signal to antenna 141. Cell site 
transceiver 255 receives the cellular data signal via antenna 
251 and provides a received modem signal to MTSO 250 for 
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transmission, via public-switched-telephone network 340, to 
a far-end data endpoint as represented by PSTN modem 300 
and DTE 30. Ideally, the data signal received by DTE 30 
from PSTN modem 300 is identical to the data signal 
provided by DTE 10 to cellular modem 100. Transmission 5 
of data signals in the opposite direction, i.e., from DTE 30 
to DTE 10 occurs in a like fashion. 

However, before establishing a data connection, modems, 

4 
residual echo signal limits the maximum cellular data rate to 
9600 bps (often, this cellular data rate is reduced to 7200 
bps.) Without this residual echo signal, the cellular modem 
and PSTN modem could often achieve a data rate of 14,400 
bps (and even higher in the future). 

This problem can be solved by modems with a four-wire 
interface at the PSTN -side of the cellular data connection. 
For example, a cellular network that includes a cellular 
modem pool, as well as "mu-law" modem pools being 

as known in the art, perform a standard sequence of signal
ing that is also referred to as hand-shaking or training. This 
signaling determines such parameters as data rate, modula
tion to use, and trains, or sets, what is known in the art as 
filter tap coefficient values for filters like echo cancelers and 
equalizers, which combat interference and distortion effects 
caused by the communications channel. As known in the art, 
the training sequence for an echo canceler is performed 
half-duplex. Full-duplex training of the echo canceler, while 
theoretically possible, is not practical from a price/ 
performance viewpoint in the design of data communica
tions equipment. 

10 installed at customer locations solve this problem. 
Unfortunately, a large number of cellular users will still be 
calling 2-wire PSTN modems for the foreseeable future. In 
addition, this problem could be solved by allowing contin
ued adaptation of the echo canceler during data transmis-

15 sian. However, this adaptation process can be slow. In 
addition, some modems (as represented by cellular modem 
100) only adapt during the training sequence to conserve 
hardware requirements, such as memory, and thereby reduce 

20 
Since different data communications standards like ITU 

V.32 bis and ITU V.34 have different training sequences, a 
generalized representation of a training sequence is illus
trated in FIG. 2. It is assumed that cellular modem 100 is the 
calling modem and that PSTN modem 300 is the answering 25 
modem. As shown in FIG. 2, the training sequence is 
initially full-duplex during phase "A" The latter is followed 
by a phase "B," which is half-duplex and is additionally 
divided into two portions: "Bl" and "B2". In portion "Bl," 
of phase "B," the called modem, PSTN modem 300, sends 30 
a signal to train the echo canceler of PSTN modem 300 
while the cellular modem 100 is silent. Then, in portion 
"B2," of phase "B," the calling modem, cellular modem 100, 
sends a signal to train the echo canceler of cellular modem 
100 while the far-end PSTN modem is silent. To complete 35 
the description of FIG. 2, after half-duplex training phase 
"B," both modems enter a subsequent full-duplex training 
phase "C," which is then followed by a "DATA" phase in 
which data is actually communicated between the two 
modems. 40 

During the respective half-duplex training portions of 
phase "B," each modem uses the returned far-end echo 
signal to adjust the tap coefficients of its echo canceler. The 
far-end echo signal is a result of subsequent 4-wire to 2-wire 
signal conversion within the PSTN, as is known in the art. 45 

(It should be noted that other components are also adjusted 
during training, e.g., equalizer coefficients, etc. However, for 
the purposes of this example, only the echo canceler training 
is described.) 

In the cellular network, the base station radio-cell site 50 

transceiver 255-performs audio processing. One of the 
audio processing stages is a compander (not shown). The 
compander is linear over a given signal range. 
Unfortunately, we have discovered that some companders 
are not linear in the signal range of the returned far-end echo 55 

signal during the half-duplex training phase. As a result, this 
non-linearity of the compander results in training the echo 
canceler of the cellular modem to a distorted far-end echo 
signal. However, when the cellular modem subsequently 
goes into full duplex mode, i.e., both transmitting a signal to, 60 

and receiving a signal from, the PSTN modem, the received 
signal level passing through cell site transceiver 255 causes 
the compander to operate in its linear range. This change in 
compander operation results in a gain change in the echo 
path that causes a degradation in echo canceler performance 65 

resulting in a large "residual echo" in the cellular modem. In 
other words, there is a loss of echo cancellation. This 

the cost of the data communications equipment. 

Therefore, and in accordance with the invention, we have 
developed a method and apparatus for reducing the residual 
echo signal, which is effectively caused by the above
mentioned switching between a linear mode of operation 
and a nonlinear mode of operation of a network compander. 
In particular, circuitry in a cellular modem detects the 
presence of a residual echo signal, and, in response thereto, 
adjusts the taps of the corresponding echo canceler by a 
predefined amount. As a result, this invention eliminates the 
incorrect training caused by the distortion of the far-end 
echo signal, thereby providing the ability to reliably main
tain cellular data rates greater than 9600 bps. 

In order to facilitate understanding of the inventive con
cept reference should now be made to FIG. 3, which 
represents an illustrative block diagram of cellular modem 
100. Except for the inventive concept (discussed below), the 
structure of cellular modem 100 as illustrated in FIG. 3 is 
representative of prior art echo-canceling modems and the 
operation of the various components is well-known. 

A binary input data sequence { xk} is provided by DTE 10 
to modem 100 on line 11. This input data sequence is 
processed by transmitter 605 to form a near-end transmitted 
signal, ns(t). Illustratively, near-end transmitted signal, ns(t), 
represents a quadrature amplitude modulated (QAM) signal. 
The near-end transmitted signal, ns(t), is provided by hybrid 
610 to mobile phone 140, via line 133. (It should be noted 
that during training, the binary input sequence is generated 
by cellular modem 100 as is known in the art. For simplicity, 
this alternate source of the binary data sequence is not 
shown.) 

Transmitter 605 is under the control of CPU and memory 
630, which is a microprocessor based central processing unit 
and associated memory for storing program data. It is 
assumed that transmitter 605 includes an encoder, shaping 
filter, digital to analog converter, etc., for processing and 
modulating the input data sequence on line 11 to provide the 
QAM signal, ns(t), on line 606. As part of this processing of 
the input data sequence, transmitter 605 represents the input 
data sequence as a sequence of complex-valued symbols 607 
{ aJ at nominal rate 1/T symbols per second. (This process
ing may also include scrambling, redundancy and other 
forms of encoding.) As can be seen from FIG. 3, this input 
data sequence is also used by far echo canceler 650 
(described below). 

Turning now to the other direction of communication, an 
analog line signal, fs(t), transmitted from a far-end modem, 
e.g., PSTN modem 300, is received and is directed to 
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bandpass filter (BPF) 620. This signal is referred to as the 
"far-end data signal," and utilizes the same frequency band 
as the transmitted signal, ns(t), i.e., cellular modem 100 is a 
full-duplex modem. Bandpass filter 620 removes energy 
outside the signal passband from the far-end data signal 612 5 

to form signal 621, which is then converted to digital form 
by analog-to-digital (AID) converter 625 to form received 
signal rs(t). 

The signal, fs( t), reaching the input of bandpass filter 620 
is corrupted by so-called echo signals. Echo signals are 10 

typically introduced at each four-to-two wire conversion in 
the communications system. 

The far-end echo signal comprises transmit signal energy 
from cellular modem 100 which was transmitted towards 
PSTN modem 300 in the first instance but was reflected back 15 

6 
above-mentioned compander enters its linear range of opera
tion and changes the gain in the echo path. As a result, echo 
canceler filter 655 is no longer effectively removing the 
far -echo signal and a large residual echo signal is now 
present limiting the effective data rate. Therefore, and in 
accordance with the inventive concept, the quality of the 
echo canceled signal, rs'(t), is monitored by CPU 630 via 
line 691. The latter is simply the error signal used to adapt 
equalizer 670. Reference should now be made to FIG. 4, 
which represents a first illustrative method in accordance 
with the inventive concept implemented by cellular modem 
100. 

In step 705, cellular modem 100 enters training, e.g., 
representative phase "A," shown in FIG. 2. Following 
training phase "A," cellular modem 100 enters half-duplex 
training phase "B" in step 710. In this phase, cellular modem 
100 is silent during portion "Bl," as represented by step 715. 
After portion "Bl," cellular modem 100 trains its own echo 
canceler during portion "B2," as represented by step 720, 

to cellular modem 100 as a result of, for example, an 
impedance mismatch at a two-to-four wire conversion 
within PSTN 340. The received signal, rs(t), provided by 
ND converter 625, thus contains not only energy from the 
far-end data signal transmitted by PSTN modem 300, but 
also energy from the far-end echo signal. 

20 during which time PSTN modem 300 is silent. After half
duplex training portion "B2," cellular modem 100 enters 
full-duplex training phase "C" in step 725. In step 730, 
cellular modem 100, e.g., the central processing unit of CPU 
and memory 630 monitors the equalizer error signal via line 

Accurate recovery of the data represented by the far-end 
data signal requires that the echo energy present in the 
samples on line 626 be removed. To this end, far-end echo 
canceler 650 processes received signal rs(t). Far-end echo 
canceler 650 comprises echo canceler filter 655 and adder 
657. As is known in the art, it is assumed that echo canceler 
filter 655 compensates for any group delay or frequency 
translation as necessary. Echo canceler filter 655 forms a 
far-end echo estimate 656, ec(t), which approximates the 
actual far-end echo signal present in received signal rs(t). 
Echo canceler 655 is essentially a filter whose transfer 
function is adaptively determined so as to emulate the "echo 
path," i.e., all filtering operations encountered by the locally 
transmitted symbol sequence { aJ from transmitter 605 
through AID converter 625. At adder 657, ec(t) is subtracted 
from rs(t) so as to produce, in theory, a substantially echo
free signal 658, rs'(t). Thus, rs'(t) consists primarily of the 
far-end signal, plus any noise introduced by the channel and 

40 
the various receiver elements (e.g., quantization error intro
duced by analog-to-digital converter 625). 

25 691. The equalizer error signal is a measure of the "hard 
errors" occurring in the received data signal. As known in 
the art, a "hard error" is simply representative of the amount 
of noise present on each received data symbol. Although 
these "hard errors" may be recoverable (to a degree) via the 

30 use of source and channel encoding techniques, in accor
dance with the inventive concept, this equalizer error signal 
is used to indicate, once full-duplex transmission occurs, 
whether there is an increase in residual echo. In particular, 
if the compander (not shown) of cell site transceiver 255 has 

35 the above-mentioned non-linearity, then-once full-duplex 
transmission begins-the compander moves into its linear 
range of operation causing a gain change in the echo path, 
which results in an increase in the residual echo signal of 

Further processing of signal rs'(t) is performed by equal
izer 670, which compensates for inter symbol interference 
introduced by line 133, mobile phone 140, impaired channel 45 
200, etc. Equalizer 670 provides symbol sequence 671, {b'J 
to slicer 680. The latter operates upon the sequence {b'n} by 
quantizing the sequence {b'J to form estimated symbol 
sequence {b'n}. The latter is applied to adder 690 and 
decoder 685, which performs a symbol-to-bit mapping func- 50 
tion and in turn yields an estimate, {by'k}, of a binary 
sequence 62, {yk}, transmitted by the far modem, i.e., PSTN 
modem 300. 

As noted above, during the above-mentioned half-duplex 
training phase, echo canceler filter 655 is initially adaptive 55 

(as illustrated by line 659, as is known in the art), and a set 
of complex echo canceler coefficients, C; (O<i<n, where n is 
typically between 100 and 150) (not shown), are set to an 
initial set of corresponding values, I;. Note, since C; is 
complex, i.e., multivalued, I; is a matrix, where i represents 60 
each row. That is: 

c,~I,, (O<i<n). (1) 

cellular modem 100. This increase in the residual echo 
signal causes more "hard errors" to occur, which results in 
a corresponding change in the value of the equalizer error 
signal. 

If the value of the equalizer error signal is higher than a 
predetermined amount, K, then cellular modem 100, via the 
central processing unit of CPU and memory 630, adjusts the 
above-mentioned initial values of echo canceler coefficients, 
C;, by a fixed scalar S in step 735, via line 682 of FIG. 3. 
Line 682 is representative of a data and control bus that 
allows the central processing unit of CPU and memory 630 
to access the values of the tap coefficients of echo canceler 
filter 655. As a result, the value of each tap coefficient is now 
equal to: 

c,~I,(S), (O<i<n). (2) 

From experimentation, a value for K is 10% larger than 
the error signal determined during training, and S can range 
between 2 to 4 dB. This fixed adjustment of the tap values 
of the echo canceler coefficients reduces the residual echo 
signal to compensate for the effects of the compander (not 
shown) of cell site transceiver 255. It should be noted that 
in actuality the central processing unit of CPU and memory 
630 is simply reading the current values of the tap coeffi
cients from respective memory locations, performing (in this 
example) the multiplication, and then writing the new values Once the half-duplex training is completed, this set of 

echo canceler coefficients, C;, are fixed at these initial 
values, i.e., no more adaptation takes place. However, as 
noted above, once full-duplex transmission is begun, the 

65 back to the respective memory locations. This approach does 
not require additional circuitry (and cost) to perform con
tinued adaptation of the echo canceler during full-duplex 
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transm1sswn and can be easily retrofitted into existing 
modems by a corresponding software change. 

On the other hand, if the value of the equalizer error is less 
than or equal to the predetermined amount, K, then no 
adjustment of the echo canceler coefficients is performed in 5 
step 740. 

Independent of whether step 735 or step 740 is performed, 
cellular modem 100 completes training and enters the 
"DATA" phase in step 750. 

The foregoing merely illustrates the principles of the 
10 

invention and it will thus be appreciated that those skilled in 
the art will be able to devise numerous alternative arrange
ments which, although not explicitly described herein, 
embody the principles of the invention and are within its 
spirit and scope. 

8 
5. The apparatus of claim 4 wherein the scalar quantity is 

identical for each tap coefficient. 
6. Data communications equipment apparatus compris

ing: 
an echo canceler for processing an echo-corrupted signal 

to provide an echo-canceled signal, wherein the echo 
canceler has a set of tap coefficients, each tap coeffi
cient having an initial value; 

circuitry for detecting the presence of a residual echo 
signal in the echo-canceled signal; and 

a processor, coupled to the circuitry, for adjusting each 
initial value of each tap coefficient by a fixed amount 
when the detected residual echo signal is greater than a 
predetermined amount during a full-duplex training 
phase that occurs subsequent to a half-duplex training 
phase. 

For example, although the invention is illustrated herein 15 

as being implemented with discrete functional building 
blocks, e.g., an echo canceler, etc., the functions of any one 7. The apparatus of claim 6 wherein the circuitry for 

detecting the presence of the residual echo signal is an 
equalizer that provides an error signal which is used by the 

20 processor as an indicator of the presence of the residual echo 
signal. 

or more of those building blocks can be carried out using one 
or more appropriate programmed processors, e.g., a digital 
signal processor. 

In addition, although the inventive concept was described 
8. The apparatus of claim 6 wherein each initial value of 

the set of tap coefficients of the echo canceler is determined 
during said half-duplex training phase and wherein the echo 

25 canceler is non-adaptive during full-duplex communica-

in the context of a cellular data connection this invention is 
applicable to other situations in which electronic equipment 
distorts the far-end echo signal. In particular, any gain 
change in the echo path after training the echo canceler 
causes a degradation in echo canceler performance. For 
example, it has also been discovered that some digital access 
arrangement (DAA) hybrids have a time-varying gain that 
changes the received echo level causing residual echo dis
tortion. Also, although the inventive concept was described 30 
in the context of a calling modem, the inventive concept also 
applies to a called modem. 

Finally, the inventive concept is also applicable to an echo 
canceler that adapts in the data phase, since, typically, the 
echo canceler adapts too slowly to the changes in the echo 35 
signal. Those skilled in the art would realize that although 
shown in the context of a hybrid, some cellular modems 
have a four-wire interface to the cellular transceiver. 

What is claimed: 
1. Data communications equipment apparatus compris- 40 

ing: 
an echo canceler for processing an echo-corrupted signal 

to provide an echo-canceled signal, wherein the echo 
canceler has a set of tap coefficients, each tap coeffi
cient having an initial value determined during a half- 45 
duplex portion of a training sequence; 

tions. 
9. The apparatus of claim 6 wherein the processor per-

forms said adjustment during full-duplex communications in 
a training phase that occurs subsequent to a half-duplex 
training phase in which each initial value of the set of tap 
coefficients of the echo canceler is determined. 

10. The apparatus of claim 6 wherein the processor 
performs said adjustment by multiplying each initial value 
of each tap coefficient by a scalar quantity. 

11. The apparatus of claim 10 wherein the scalar quantity 
is identical for each tap coefficient. 

12. An improved data communications equipment appa-
ratus for receiving a data signal, the apparatus including an 
echo canceler for processing an echo-corrupted signal to 
provide an echo-canceled signal, the echo canceler having a 
set of tap coefficients, each tap coefficient having an initial 
value, wherein the improvement comprises: 

a processor for adjusting each initial value of each tap 
coefficient by a fixed amount during full-duplex com
munication which occurs subsequent to a half-duplex 
training phase for reducing a residual echo signal 
component of the echo-canceled signal. circuitry for detecting the presence of a residual echo 

signal in the echo-canceled signal during full-duplex 
transmission that is subsequent to said half-duplex 
portion of the training sequence; and 

a processor, coupled to the circuitry, for adjusting each 
initial value of each tap coefficient by a fixed amount 
when the detected residual echo signal during full
duplex transmission is greater than a predetermined 
amount. 

13. The apparatus of claim 12 wherein the processor 
performs said adjustment if an error signal representative of 

50 the residual echo signal is greater than a predetermined 
value. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the circuitry for 
detecting the presence of the residual echo signal is an 
equalizer that provides an error signal which is used by the 
processor as an indicator of the presence of the residual echo 
signal. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the processor per
forms said adjustment during a full-duplex training phase of 
the training sequence subsequent to said half-duplex portion 
of the training sequence. 

55 

14. The apparatus of claim 13 wherein the error signal is 
provided by an equalizer of the data communications equip
ment apparatus. 

15. The apparatus of claim 12 wherein each initial value 
of the set of tap coefficients of the echo canceler is deter
mined during said half-duplex training phase. 

16. The apparatus of claim 12 wherein the processor 
performs said adjustment during full-duplex communica-

60 tions in a training phase that occurs subsequent to a half
duplex training phase in which each initial value of the set 
of tap coefficients of the echo canceler is determined and 
wherein the echo cancelor is non-adaptive during full-
duplex communications. 

4. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the processor per- 65 

forms said adjustment by multiplying each initial value of 
each tap coefficient by a scalar quantity. 

17. The appearance of claim 12 wherein the processor 
performs said adjustment by multiplying each initial value 
of each tap coefficient by a scalar quantity. 
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18. The apparatus of claim 17 wherein the scalar quantity 
is identical for each tap coefficient. 

19. A method for reducing a residual echo signal in data 
communications equipment apparatus, the data communi
cations equipment comprising an echo cancelor, the method 5 

comprising the steps of: 

a) performing a half-duplex training sequence with a 
far-end data communications equipment apparatus to 
determine an initial value for each one of a set of tap 
coefficients of the echo cancelor; 

b) subsequent to the half-duplex training sequence, per
forming full-duplex transmission with the far-end data 
communications equipment; 

d) during the subsequent full-duplex transmission, esti
mating a value of the residual echo signal; and 

e) adjusting the initial value of each one of the set of tap 
coefficients of the echo canceler by a fixed amount only 
if the estimated value of the residual echo signal is 
greater than a predetermined amount. 

10 

15 

10 
20. The method of claim 19 wherein step d) is performed 

by using an error signal output of an equalizer of the data 
communications equipment apparatus. 

21. The method of claim 19 wherein the full-duplex 
transmission of steps d) and e) is performed during a 
full-duplex training sequence. 

22. The method of claim 19 further comprising the step of 
switching to a data phase after step e). 

23. The method of claim 19 wherein the adjustment in 
step e) is performed by multiplying each initial value of the 
set of tap coefficients of the echo canceler by a scalar amount 
to establish a new set of values for the set of tap coefficients. 

24. The method of claim 23 wherein the scalar amount is 
identical for all tap coefficients of the set. 

25. The method of claim 19 wherein the echo canceler is 
non-adaptive subsequent to step a). 

* * * * * 
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HALF-DUPLEX ECHO CANCELER 
TRAINING USING A PILOT SIGNAL 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

Related subject matter is disclosed in the co-pending 
commonly assigned, U.S. Patent applications of: Betts et al., 
entitled "Echo Canceling Method and Apparatus for Data 
Over Cellular," Ser. No. 08/536,908, filed on Sep. 29, 1995; 
Betts et al., entitled "Echo Canceler Gain Tracker for 
Cellular Modems," Ser. No. 08/536,917, filed on Sep. 29, 
1995. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to data communications 
equipment, e.g., modems, and, more particularly, to echo
canceling modems. 

Today, the North American cellular system is predomi
nately an analog system sometimes referred to as AMPS 
(Advanced Mobile Phone Service). The corresponding cel
lular communications channel is sometimes referred to as an 

2 
echo signal, which is effectively caused by the above
mentioned distortion of the far-end echo signal during 
training. In particular, during the above-mentioned half
duplex training phase a far-end modem does not remain 

5 silent but, instead, transmits a pilot tone to the near-end 
modem during the time that the near-end modem is training 
its echo canceler. This pilot tone is of a high enough signal 
level to cause the above-mentioned compander to achieve its 
linear range. As a result, this invention eliminates the 

10 incorrect training caused by the distortion of the far-end 
echo signal, thereby providing the ability to reliably main
tain cellular data rates greater than 9600 bps. 

In an embodiment of the invention, the PSTN modem 
transmits a "pilot tone" during the time that the cellular 

15 modem is training its echo canceler. This pilot tone is of a 
high enough signal level to cause the compander to achieve 
its linear range. The cellular modem is modified to notch, or 
filter, out this pilot tone from the received signal. The filtered 
received signal is then used by the cellular modem to train 

20 its echo canceler. Since the above-mentioned compander is 
now in the same linear range that it will be in when the both 
modems go into full-duplex mode, the echo canceler is 
properly trained to the far-echo signal. Residual echo is thus 
eliminated and the modem can achieve its highest data rate. "impaired channel" since it is affected by a number of 

channel impairments like Rayleigh fading, co-channel 25 

interference, etc., that increase the error rate and, thus, 
degrade the overall performance of the mobile connection. 
This is in contrast to a land-line communications channel, 
where the predominant impairment is additive white gaus
sian noise (AWGN). Those in the art have realized that one 30 

way to improve data transmission rates in the cellular 
environment is to use a data protocol that is better suited to 
combating the effects of the cellular environment over the 
cellular portion of the data connection. One example of a 
cellular-oriented protocol is the "Enhanced Throughput Cel- 35 

lular" (ETC) protocol, developed by AT&T Paradyne. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a mobile data communica
tions system embodying the principles of the invention; 

FIG. 2 shows an illustrative portion of a training 
sequence; 

FIG. 3 is a flow diagram of an illustrative method for use 
in an originating modem in accordance with the principles of 
the invention; 

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of an illustrative method for use 
in an answering modem in accordance with the principles of 
the invention; Nevertheless, even with a cellular-oriented protocol, 

impairments in the cellular channel continue to limit the 
effective data rate over the cellular channel. For example, 
reliable, i.e., consistent, data transmission over 9600 bits per 40 

second (bps) is difficult to maintain. 

FIG. 5 shows an illustrative portion of a training sequence 
as modified by the inventive concept; 

FIG. 6 is an illustrative block diagram of a portion of 
cellular modem 100 of FIG. 1 embodying the principles of 
the invention; 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION FIG. 7 is an illustrative block diagram of a portion of 

45 
PSTN modem 300 of FIG. 1 embodying the principles of the 
invention; and 

Notwithstanding the above-mentioned impairments 
present in the cellular channel, we have discovered a non
linearity in the cellular AMPS network that has been effect
ing the ability to reliably maintain cellular data rates over 
9600 bps. In particular, when a cellular modem is perform
ing training with a far-end PSTN modem, the cellular AMPS 50 

network distorts a far-end echo signal that is used by the 
cellular modem to train its echo canceler. We estimate that 
this distortion of the far-end echo signal occurs in approxi
mately 40% of the AMPS cellular infrastructure. The source 
of the distortion of the far-end echo signal is due to a 
non-linear compander in some base-station radios and the 
half-duplex approach that modems use to train echo cancel
ers. The result is that the echo canceler of the cellular 
modem is not properly trained thereby causing a residual 
echo signal to exist. This residual echo signal limits the 
maximum cellular data rate to 9600 bps (often, this cellular 
data rate is reduced to 7200 bps.) Without this residual echo 
signal, the cellular modem and PSTN modem could often 
achieve a data rate of 14,400 bps (and even higher in the 
future). 

Therefore, and in accordance with the invention, we have 
developed a method and apparatus for reducing the residual 

FIGS. 8-10 show the inventive concept when the cellular 
modem is the "answering" modem. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Other than the inventive concept, the elements of FIG. 1 
function as in the prior art and will not be described in detail. 
FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a mobile data communi
cations system that includes cellular modem 100, which 

55 embodies the inventive concept. As shown, cellular modem 
100 is coupled to mobile phone 140 for transmitting data 
signals to, and receiving data signals from, PSTN modem 
300 via cell site transceiver 255, impaired channel 200, 
Mobile Telecommunications Switching Office (MTSO) 250, 

60 and PSTN 340. Both cellular modem 100 and PSTN modem 
300 are also coupled to respective data terminal equipment 
(DTE) 10 and 30. 

Before describing the inventive concept, the following is 
a brief overview of the operation of the mobile data com-

65 munications system of FIG. 1 once a data connection is 
established, i.e., after training has been completed. A data 
signal is applied to cellular modem 100, via line 11, from 
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compander is linear over a given signal range. 
Unfortunately, we have discovered that some companders 
are not linear in the signal range of the returned far-end echo 
signal during the half-duplex training phase. As a result, this 

DTE 10 for transmission to PSTN modem 300. Line 11 
represents the signaling, electronics, and wiring, for con
forming to a DTE/DCE (data communications equipment) 
interface standard like EIA RS-232. Cellular modem 100 
modulates this data signal as is known in the art to, typically, 5 non-linearity of the compander results in training the echo 

canceler of the cellular modem to a distorted far-end echo a quadrature amplitude modulated (QAM) signal, which is 
provided via line 133 to mobile phone 140. Although not 
necessary to the inventive concept, it is assumed for the 
purposes of this example that the modem signal is compat
ible with International Telecommunications Union (ITU) 

10 
standard V.32bis. Mobile phone 140 further modulates this 
transmission signal onto a predefined cellular carrier to 
provide a cellular data signal to antenna 141. Cell site 
transceiver 255 receives the cellular data signal via antenna 
251 and provides a received modem signal to MTSO 250 for 

15 
transmission, via public-switched-telephone network 340, to 
a far-end data endpoint as represented by PSTN modem 300 
and DTE 30. Ideally, the data signal received by DTE 30 
from PSTN modem 300 is identical to the data signal 
provided by DTE 10 to cellular modem 100. Transmission 

20 
of data signals in the opposite direction, i.e., from DTE 30 
to DTE 10 occurs in a like fashion. 

However, before establishing a data connection, modems, 

signal. However, when the cellular modem subsequently 
goes into full duplex mode, i.e., both transmitting a signal to, 
and receiving a signal from, the PSTN modem, the received 
signal level passing through cell site transceiver 255 causes 
the compander to operate in its linear range. This change in 
compander operation results in a gain change in the echo 
path that causes a degradation in echo canceler performance 
resulting in a large "residual echo" in the cellular modem. In 
other words, there is a loss of echo cancellation. This 
residual echo signal limits the maximum cellular data rate to 
9600 bps (often, this cellular data rate is reduced to 7200 
bps.) Without this residual echo signal, the cellular modem 
and PSTN modem could often achieve a data rate of 14,400 
bps (and even higher in the future). 

This problem can be solved by modems with a four-wire 
interface at the PSTN -side of the cellular data connection. 
For example, a cellular network that includes a cellular 
modem pool, as well as "mu-law" modem pools being as known in the art, perform a standard sequence of signal

ing that is also referred to as hand-shaking or training. This 
signaling determines such parameters as data rate, modula
tion to use, and trains, or sets, what is known in the art as 
filter tap coefficient values for filters like echo-cancelers and 
equalizers, which combat interference and distortion effects 
caused by the communications channel. As known in the art, 
the training sequence for an echo canceler is performed 
half-duplex. Full-duplex training of the echo canceler, while 
theoretically possible, is not practical from a price/ 
performance viewpoint in the design of data communica
tions equipment. 

25 installed at customer locations solve this problem. 

Since different data communications standards like ITU 
V.32bis and ITU V.34 have different training sequences, a 
generalized representation of a training sequence compris
ing a number of phases is illustrated in FIG. 2. It is assumed 
that cellular modem 100 is the calling modem and that PSTN 
modem 300 is the answering modem. As shown in FIG. 2, 
the training sequence is initially full-duplex during phase 
"A" The latter is followed by a phase "B," which is 
half-duplex and is additionally divided into two portions: 
"Bl" and "B2". In portion "Bl", of phase "B," the called 
modem, PSTN modem 300, sends a signal to train the echo 
canceler of PSTN modem 300 while the cellular modem 100 

Unfortunately, a large number of cellular users will still be 
calling 2-wire PSTN modems for the foreseeable future. In 
addition, this problem could be solved by allowing contin
ued adaptation of the echo canceler during data transmis-

30 sian. However, this adaptation process can be slow. 
Unfortunately, some modems (as represented by cellular 
modem 100) only adapt during the training sequence to 
conserve hardware requirements, such as memory, and 
thereby reduce the cost of the data communications equip-

35 ment. 
Therefore, and in accordance with the invention, we have 

developed a method and apparatus for reducing the residual 
echo signal, which is effectively caused by the above
mentioned switching between a linear mode of operation 

40 and a nonlinear mode of operation of a network compander. 
In particular, during the above-mentioned half-duplex train
ing phase a PSTN modem does not remain silent but, 
instead, transmits a pilot tone to the cellular modem during 
the time that the cellular modem is training its echo canceler. 

45 This pilot tone is of a high enough signal level to cause the 
above-mentioned compander to achieve its linear range. As 
a result, this invention eliminates the incorrect training 
caused by the distortion of the far-end echo signal, thereby is silent. Then, in portion "B2", of phase "B," the calling 

modem, cellular modem 100, sends a signal to train the echo 
canceler of cellular modem 100 while the far-end PSTN 50 

providing the ability to reliably maintain cellular data rates 
greater than 9600 bps. 

In order to facilitate understanding of the inventive con
cept reference should now be made to FIGS. 3 and 4, which 
represent illustrative methods for use in an originating 
modem and answering modem, respectively. For the pur-

modem is silent. To complete the description of FIG. 2, after 
half-duplex training phase "B," both modems enter a sub
sequent full-duplex training phase "C," which is then fol
lowed by a "DATA" phase in which data is actually com
municated between the two modems. 55 poses of this description, cellular modem 100 is illustra

tively the originating modem and PSTN modem 300 is 
illustratively the answering modem. For simplicity, the steps 
of dialing (in cellular modem 100), and answering (by PSTN 

During the respective half-duplex training portions of 
phase "B," each modem uses the returned far-end echo 
signal to adjust the tap coefficients of its echo canceler. The 
far-end echo signal is a result of subsequent 4-wire to 2-wire 
signal conversion within the PSTN, as is known in the art. 60 

(It should be noted that other components are also adjusted 
during training, e.g., equalizer coefficients, etc. However, for 
the purposes of this example, only the echo canceler training 
is described.) 

In the cellular network, the base station radio-cell site 
transceiver 255-performs audio processing. One of the 
audio processing stages is a compander (not shown). The 

modem 300), are not shown. 
First, attention should be directed to FIG. 3. In step 705, 

cellular modem 100 enters training, e.g., representative 
phase "A," shown in FIG. 2. Following training phase "A," 
cellular modem 100 enters half-duplex training phase "B" in 
step 710. In this phase, cellular modem 100 is silent during 

65 portion "Bl," as represented by step 715. After portion 
"Bl," cellular modem 100 moves to phase "B2" to train its 
own echo canceler. In accordance with the inventive 
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concept, during phase "B2" cellular modem 100 first filters 
the received signal in step 720 to remove a pilot tone 
transmitted by far-end PSTN modem 300 (described below). 
Then, cellular modem 100 trains its echo cancelers on the 
filtered received signal in step 725. After half-duplex train- 5 

ing portion "B2," cellular modem 100 enters full-duplex 
training phase "C" in step 730. After completion of training 
phase "C," cellular modem 100 enters the "DATA" phase in 
step 735. 

6 
redundancy and other forms of encoding.) As can be seen 
from FIG. 3, this input data sequence is also used by far echo 
canceler 650 (described below). For simplicity, the local 
echo canceler is not shown. 

Turning now to the other direction of communication, an 
analog line signal, fs(t), transmitted from a far-end modem, 
e.g., PSTN modem 300, is received by hybrid 610 and is 
directed to bandpass filter (BPF) 620. This signal is referred 
to as the "far-end data signal," and utilizes the same fre-

Turning now to FIG. 4, corresponding steps are illustrated 
for PSTN modem 300, the answering modem. In step 805, 
PSTN modem 300 enters training, e.g., representative phase 
"A," shown in FIG. 2. Following training phase "A," PSTN 
modem 300 enters half-duplex training phase "B", in step 
810. In portion "Bl," PSTN modem 300 trains its own echo 
canceler in step 815. After portion "Bl," PSTN modem 
enters phase "B2." However, in phase "B2" PSTN modem 
300 is not silent, as in the prior art. Instead, PSTN modem 
300 transmits a pilot tone to cellular modem 100 in step 820. 
For example, this pilot tone could illustratively be at a 
frequency of 300 Hz, at -20 dBm, for the duration of the 
half-duplex training phase "B2." After half-duplex training 
portion "B2," PSTN modem 300 discontinues transmission 

10 quency band as the transmitted signal, ns(t), i.e., cellular 
modem 100 is a full-duplex modem. Bandpass filter 620 
removes energy outside the signal passband from the far-end 
data signal, which is then converted to digital form by 
analog-to-digital (AID) converter 625 to form received 

15 signal rs(t). 

20 

of the pilot tone and enters full-duplex training phase "C" in 
step 825. After completion of training phase "C," cellular 25 

modem 100 enters the "DATA" phase in step 830. 

The effect of the methods shown in FIGS. 3 and 4 on the 
representative training sequence is shown in FIG. 5. In 
particular, training phase "B2," is no longer half-duplex but 
full-duplex. However, to avoid the above-mention com- 30 

plexities involved with full-duplex training of an echo 
canceler, cellular modem 100 filters out the pilot tone from 
the received signal before training its echo canceler. As a 
result of the above, if the compander (not shown) of cell site 
transceiver 255 has the above-mentioned non-linearity, then 35 

the transmission of the pilot tone by PSTN modem 300 
moves the compander into its linear range of operation. This 
results in the proper training of the echo canceler in cellular 
modem 100 so that once full-duplex transmission begins 
there is no gain change in the echo path. 40 

The signal, fs( t), reaching the input of bandpass filter 620 
is corrupted by so-called echo signals. Echo signals are 
typically introduced at each four-to-two wire conversion in 
the communications system. 

The far-end echo signal comprises transmit signal energy 
from cellular modem 100 which was transmitted towards 
PSTN modem 300 in the first instance but was reflected back 
to cellular modem 100 as a result of, for example, an 
impedance mismatch at a two-to-four wire conversion 
within PSTN 340. The received signal, rs(t), provided by 
AID converter 625, thus contains not only energy from the 
far-end data signal transmitted by PSTN modem 300, but 
also energy from the far-end echo signal. 

In accordance with the principles of the invention, the 
received signal, rs(t), is applied to switch 640. The latter is 
under the control of the central processing unit of CPU and 
memory 630. During training phase "B2," the received 
signal, rs(t), includes the above-described pilot tone. 
Therefore, in the above-mentioned step 720 of FIG. 3, the 
central processing unit of CPU and memory 630 causes the 
received signal, rs(t), to be applied to notch filter 615 via 
switch 640. Notch filter 615 is a simple notch filter as known 
in the art and is designed to remove the above-described 
pilot tone from the received signal, rs(t). As a result, far echo 
canceler 650 does not receive the pilot tone and trains on 
only the far-echo signal present in the received signal, rs(t). 
After training far echo canceler 650, the central processing 
unit of CPU and memory 630 controls switch 640, in step 

Illustrative embodiments of the invention are shown in 
FIGS. 6 and 7 for cellular modem 100 and PSTN modem 
300, respectively. Except for the inventive concept, the 
operation of the various components is well-known. 

As shown in FIG. 6, a binary input data sequence { xk} is 
provided by DTE 10 to cellular modem 100 on line 11. This 
input data sequence is processed by transmitter 605 to form 

45 725 of FIG. 3, to remove notch filter 615 from the received 
signal path and applies received signal rs(t) directly to far 
echo canceler 650. 

a near-end transmitted signal, ns(t). Illustratively, near-end 
transmitted signal, ns(t), represents a quadrature amplitude 50 
modulated (QAM) signal. The near-end transmitted signal, 
ns(t), is provided by hybrid 610 to mobile phone 140, via 
line 133. (It should be noted that during training, the binary 
input sequence is generated by cellular modem 100 as in 
known in the art. For simplicity, this alternate source of the 55 
binary data sequence is not shown.) 

Turning now to FIG. 7, an illustrative block diagram of 
PSTN modem 300 embodying the principles of the inven
tion is shown. A binary input data sequence { xk} is provided 
by DTE 30 to PSTN modem 300 on line 31. This input data 
sequence is processed by transmitter 305 to form a near-end 
transmitted signal, ns(t). Illustratively, near-end transmitted 
signal, ns(t), represents a quadrature amplitude modulated 
(QAM) signal. The near-end transmitted signal, ns(t), is 
provided by hybrid 310 to PSTN 340, via line 311. (It should 
be noted that during training, the binary input sequence is 
generated by PSTN modem 300 as in known in the art. For 
simplicity, this alternate source of the binary data sequence 

Transmitter 605 is under the control of CPU and memory 
630, which is a micro-processor based central processing 
unit and associated memory for storing program data. It is 
assumed that transmitter 605 includes an encoder, shaping 
filter, digital to analog converter, etc., for processing and 
modulating the input data sequence { xk} on line 11 to 
provide the QAM signal, ns(t), on line 606. As part of this 
processing of the input data sequence, transmitter 605 rep
resents the input data sequence as a sequence of complex
valued symbols {an}, at nominal rate 1/T symbols per 
second. (This processing may also include scrambling, 

60 is not shown.) 
Transmitter 305 is under the control of CPU and memory 

330, which is a microprocessor based central processing unit 
and associated memory for storing program data. It is 
assumed that transmitter 305 includes an encoder, shaping 

65 filter, digital to analog converter, etc., for processing and 
modulating the input data sequence on line 31 to provide the 
QAM signal, ns(t), on line 306. As part of this processing of 
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training its echo canceler. Those skilled in the art would 
realize that although shown in the context of a hybrid, some 
cellular modems have a four-wire interface to the cellular 
transceiver. In addition, it should be realized that the above-

the input data sequence, transmitter 305 represents the input 
data sequence as a sequence of complex-valued symbols 
{an}, at nominal rate 1/T symbols per second. (This pro
cessing may also include scrambling, redundancy and other 
forms of encoding.) 5 described inventive concept could be selectively enabled by 

a user via use of the well-known "AT-command set." In accordance with the principles of the invention, PSTN 
modem 300 includes a means for generating the above
mentioned pilot tone, i.e., pilot tone generator 315 and 
switch 370. During training phase "B2," PSTN modem 300 
transmits this pilot tone to cellular modem 100. In particular, 10 

during the above-mentioned step 820, the central processing 
unit of CPU and memory 330 controls switch 370, via line 
382, to apply the pilot tone for transmission to cellular 
modem 100. After training phase "B2" has ended, the central 
processing unit of CPU and memory 330 controls switch 15 

370 to apply the output signal from transmitter 305 to hybrid 
310. As a result, PSTN modem 300 is not silent during the 
half-duplex portion of the training signal as in the prior art. 

It should be noted that although an illustrative switch is 
shown in FIGS. 6 and 7 for the purposes of description, 20 

those in the art would realize that modifications to corre
sponding algorithms in a digital signal processor (not 
shown) would be equivalent. For example, in FIG. 7 trans
mitter 305 represents a digital signal processor that is 
programmed to provide corresponding handshaking signal- 25 

ing. As a result, to implement this inventive concept, trans
mitter 305 is simply reprogrammed to generate the above
mentioned pilot tone during training phase "B2." Further, it 
should be noted that although the invention was described in 
the context of a called, or answering, modem providing the 30 

pilot tone, the inventive concept also applies to a calling, or 
originating, modem providing the pilot tone to the answer
ing modem, which now filters out the pilot tone to train its 
echo canceler. This case is illustrated in FIGS. 8-10. 

The foregoing merely illustrates the principles of the 
35 

invention and it will thus be appreciated that those skilled in 
the art will be able to devise numerous alternative arrange
ments which, although not explicitly described herein, 
embody the principles of the invention and are within its 

40 
spirit and scope. 

For example, although the invention is illustrated herein 
as being implemented with discrete functional building 
blocks, e.g., an echo canceler, etc., the functions of any one 
or more of those building blocks can be carried out using one 45 
or more appropriate programmed processors, e.g., a digital 
signal processor. 

In addition, although the inventive concept was described 
in the context of a cellular data connection this invention is 
applicable to the PSTN network. Also, although the inven- so 
tion was described in the context of using a pilot tone, other 
signals can be used so long as the signal causes the above
mentioned compander to enter the linear range of operation 
and the receiver can appropriately cancel this signal before 

What is claimed: 
1. Data communications equipment apparatus compris

ing: 

an echo canceler that is trained during an echo-canceler 
training phase of a half duplex training sequence with 
a far-end data communications equipment while the 
communication channel is operating in a linear mode; 
and 

a filter that filters a received signal during the echo
canceler training phase to remove a pilot signal trans
mitted by the far-end data communications equipment 
before application of the received signal to the echo 
canceler to train the echo canceler on an echo signal 
component thereof. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 comprising transmitter cir
cuitry that transmits a training signal during the half-duplex 
training phase to act as a source for the echo signal. 

3. A method for training an echo canceler during a training 
sequence of a data connection, the method comprising the 
steps of: 

transmitting a training signal to far-end data communica
tions equipment; 

receiving, during a half-duplex training sequence, a signal 
that comprises an echo signal of the training signal and 
a pilot signal transmitted by the far-end communica
tions equipment; 

filtering the received signal to remove the pilot signal to 
provide a filtered signal; and 

training the echo canceler on the filtered signal while the 
communications channel is operating in a linear mode. 

4. The method of claim 3 wherein the pilot signal is a tone. 
5. A method for training an echo canceler during a training 

sequence of a data connection, the method comprising the 
steps of: 

performing a half-duplex training sequence with an oppo
site data communications equipment that includes the 
step of transmitting a pilot signal during that portion of 
said half-duplex training sequence in which the oppo
site data communications equipment trains its echo 
canceler while the communication channel is operating 
in a linear mode; and 

communicating data in a data phase of the data connection 
subsequent to said half-duplex training sequence. 

6. The method of claim 5 wherein the pilot signal is a tone. 

* * * * * 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
AUTOMATIC SELECTION AND OPERATION 
OF A SUBSCRIBER LINE SPECTRUM CLASS 

TECHNOLOGY 

2 
of operation that is compatible with the class that optimizes 
performance of the communication device. It would also be 
desirable to provide such a communication device that could 
detect when it is no longer capable of operating in a mode 

This application claim benefit of No. 60/134,590 filed 
May 17, 1999. 

5 that is compatible with at least one of the spectrum man
agement classes and which would prevent operation of the 
communication device when such a determination is made. 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
Although it is generally known for certain DSL modems 

and subscriber line technologies to have automatic and 

The present invention relates generally to a method and 
apparatus for automatically selecting a subscriber line Spec
trum Management Class technology mode of operation for 
communication over metallic subscriber loop cables. More 
particularly, the present invention relates to a communica
tion device that automatically detects which of a plurality of 
Spectrum Management Classes the communication device is 
capable of operating in and selects a mode of operation that 
is compatible with one or more of the Spectrum Manage
ment Classes. 

10 adaptive algorithms that seek to optimize performance, it is 
not known to provide a modem that detects compatibility 
with one or more spectrum management classes of the 
aforementioned standard and that selects the appropriate or 
best mode of operation based on that determination. For 

15 example, algorithms that automatically select transmit spec
trum bandwidths and/or bandwidth locations are known. 
These algorithms are utilized to optimize performance in 
accordance with the ITU V.34 standard. The ITU V.34 
standard also provides for adaptive equalizers and echo-

20 cancelers. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The American National Standard for Telecommunications 
is developing a standard that sets forth spectrum manage
ment requirements and recommendations for the adminis
tration of services and technologies that use metallic sub
scriber loop wire pairs, commonly referred to as subscriber 
loops. The goal of the standard is to administer the loop plant 

25 

Another type of automatic algorithm provided for by the 
ITU V.34 standard, which is often referred to as an auto
rating algorithm, provides for modifying a data transmission 
rate of a modem to allow the highest data rate possible to be 
utilized in the presence of certain line impairments. 

in a way that provides spectral compatibility for services and 
technologies that use pairs in the same cable binder. The 
standard is particularly directed to minimizing the potential 
for cross-talk interference in twisted pair subscriber loop 
cables that are shared by multiple service providers 
(carriers). In situations where multiple service providers 
utilize twisted pairs in the same loop binders, services and 
technologies may interfere with each other if they are 
deployed in an uncontrolled manner. The standard provides 
spectrum management requirements and deployment rec
ommendations for the administration of services and tech
nologies in such an environment in a way that prevents or 40 
minimizes such deleterious effects. 

However, this algorithm is not truly "adaptive" because it is 
necessary to temporarily disrupt communication while the 
rate change is being accomplished. An auto-rate algorithm 
that is utilized with Multiple Virtual Lines (MVL) technol-

30 ogy is known, which was developed by the assignee of the 
present application. The MVL auto-rating algorithm enables 
the rate change to be accomplished without disrupting 
communication. Therefore, the MVL auto-rating algorithm 

35 

The Spectrum Management Classes address (1) transmit 
signal power spectral density (PSD) requirements, (2) trans
mit signal average power requirements, (3) transverse bal
ance requirements, ( 4) deployment restrictions based upon 45 

the subscriber loop characteristics, and (5) loop assignment 
guidelines. A communication device or system that meets all 
of the applicable requirements for one of the spectrum 
management classes is deemed to be in conformance with 
the standard. If a communication device or system does not 50 

meet all of the requirements associated with at least one of 
the spectrum management classes, the communication 
device or system is deemed to be non-compliant with the 
standard. 

is adaptive. 

Although the aforementioned algorithms seek to optimize 
performance, they do not take into account restrictions on 
transmit bandwidth and/or transmit power level or other 
types of restrictions that are in effect on a particular sub
scriber line on which they operate. These are examples of the 
types of restrictions that must be met in order to comply with 
the spectrum management classes defined in the standard. 
Therefore, these algorithms are not suitable for automati
cally selecting an appropriate mode of operation that is in 
compliance with one of the spectrum management classes. 

A feature known as Spectrum Manager is used with 
Etherloop modems, which are marketed by a company 
known as Elastic Networks. Etherloop modems base the use 
of transmit spectrum on the presence or absence of other 
devices in the binder, i.e., on the presence or absence of 
other devices communicating on the same copper pair. 
Etherloop modems correlate an allowable use of spectrum to 
the length of the loop to which the modem is connected. The 
etherloop modem adjusts its usage of transmit spectrum 

55 based on a detection of cross-talk caused by other DSL 
systems in the binder. 

It would be desirable to provide a communication device, 
such as a digital subscriber line (DSL) modem, for example, 
that is capable of operating in a manner that is compatible 
with one or more of the spectrum management classes. It 
would also be desirable to provide a communication device 
that is capable of automatically detecting which of the 60 

spectrum management classes it is capable of operating in 
and of automatically selecting a mode of operation that is 
compatible with one of the spectrum management classes. 
Furthermore, it would be desirable to provide such a com
munication device that could detect when it is capable of 65 

operating in a mode that is compatible with more than one 
of these classes and that would automatically select a mode 

However, the Etherloop modem does not adjust its use of 
spectrum based on loop parameters required for spectrum 
management class compliance. Furthermore, when an Ether
loop modem is operating properly, it will, under many 
circumstances, select modes of operation that are not in 
compliance with the aforementioned spectrum management 
classes. Also, Etherloop modem adjustments are based on a 
measurement of transient conditions and other conditions 
that are difficult to measure. It is not based on measurement 
parameters that are directly related to the deployment rules 
associated with the spectrum management classes. 
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Accordingly, a need exists for a communication device, 
such as a modem, that is capable of detecting whether it is 
capable of operating in a mode that is compatible with one 

4 
feature are utilized in accordance with the preferred embodi
ment of the present invention to determine which spectrum 
management class or classes a DCE device may operate in 

or more of the spectrum management classes and which 
automatically selects a mode of operation that is compliant 5 

with one of the spectrum management classes. A need also 
exists for such a communication device that is capable of 
determining whether it is capable of operating in multiple 
modes that are compliant with multiple spectrum manage
ment classes and which is capable of selecting the mode of 10 

operation that optimizes the performance of the communi
cation device. A need also exists for such a communication 
device that is capable of determining when it is not capable 

over the subscriber loop. It should be noted that the tests of 
the NAP Test Feature of the present invention are not limited 
to being used to determine which spectrum management 
class or classes a communication device may operate in on 
a subscriber loop. The present invention is capable of being 
utilized to determine the appropriate spectrum management 
class or classes defined in the aforementioned American 
National Standard for Telecommunications, although the 
present invention is not limited to being utilized for this 
purpose. 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the loop plant 3 that 
connects a central office (CO) 2 to several different sub
scriber premises, each of which comprises a DCE device 7 
(e.g., an xDSL modem) and data terminal equipment (DTE) 
8 (e.g., one or more computers). The CO2 comprises at least 
one DCE 4 that is compatible with the DCEs 7 located at the 

of operating in a mode that is compliant with at least one of 
the spectrum management classes and which prevents opera- 15 

tion of itself upon determining that it is not capable of 
operating in a mode that is compliant with at least one of the 
spectrum management classes. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides a communication device, 
such as a modem, that is capable of detecting whether it is 
capable of operating in a mode that is compatible with one 
or more of the spectrum management classes and which 
automatically selects a mode of operation that is compliant 
with one of the spectrum management classes. The commu
nication device determines whether it is capable of operating 
in multiple modes that are compliant with multiple spectrum 
management classes and which is capable of selecting the 
mode of operation that optimizes the performance of the 
communication device. The communication device is also 
capable of determining when it is not capable of operating 
in a mode that is compliant with at least one of the spectrum 
management classes and which prevents operation of itself 
upon determining that it is not capable of operating in a 
mode that is compliant with at least one of the spectrum 
management classes. 

These and other aspects and advantages of the present 
invention will become apparent from to following 
discussion, drawings and claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a portion of the 
system in which the method and apparatus of the present 
invention may be implemented. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the apparatus of the 
present invention in accordance with one exemplary 
embodiment. 

FIG. 3 is a flow chart representing an example of the 
manner in which the present invention can be used to 
determine whether one or more Spectrum Management 
Classes are available for communicating over the loop 3 and 
subscriber line 5 shown in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 4 is a flow chart demonstrating the method of the 
present invention in accordance with one exemplary 
embodiment, wherein the parameter being measured to 
determine the best mode of modulation is loop length. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

The present invention provides a Network Access Pro
vider (NAP) Test Feature that enables one or more tests to 

20 subscriber premises. The loop plant represented by the line 
3 is comprised of one or more twisted copper pairs, as is well 
known in the industry. The subscriber lines 5 are also twisted 
copper pairs that connect the subscriber premises to the loop 
plant 3. The subscriber lines 5 are normally viewed as being 

25 part of the loop plant 3. In accordance with the present 
invention, one or more tests are performed to determine the 
operating capability of the DCEs 4 and/or 7 located, 
respectively, at the CO 2 and at the subscriber premises. The 
DCE 4 located at the CO 2 preferably is an xDSL modem 

30 having similar or identical functional capabilities as those of 
the DCEs 7 located at the subscriber premises, which, as 
stated above, preferably are also xDSL modems. 

By performing these test(s), one or more Spectrum Man
agement Classes that the DCEs 4 and/or 7 are capable of 

35 operating in can be determined. FIG. 2 is a block diagram 
illustrating the apparatus of the present invention in accor
dance with one exemplary embodiment. The apparatus pref
erably is comprised in an xDSL modem, which is repre
sented by each of the DCEs 4 and 7 shown in FIG. 1. Each 

40 of the DCEs 4 and 7 comprises four transceivers 11, 12, 13 
and 14, which are available for connection, one at a time, to 
the subscriber line 5 via a selector 10 and the subscriber line 
interface 16. 

Instead of one of the transceivers being connected to the 
45 subscriber line 5 at a particular time, the selector 10 can 

instead connect the Automatic Class Measurement device 15 
to the subscriber loop 5 via the subscriber line interface 16. 
The Automatic Class Measurement device 15 is capable of 
performing certain tests to determine which of the trans-

50 ceivers 11, 12, 13 or 14 should be connected to the sub
scriber line 5. Once this determination has been made, the 
Automatic Class Measurement device 15 notifies the selec
tor 10 as to which transceiver is to be connected. The manner 
in which this determination is made will be discussed below 

55 in detail with respect to the NAP tests of the present 
invention. 

Connection of the appropriate transceiver to the sub
scriber line 5 enables the modem 7 to communicate with the 
DCE 4 located at the CO 2 within the determined Spectrum 

60 Management Class dictated by the physical characteristics 
of the subscriber line 5 (e.g., loop length, gauge, etc.). Once 
the appropriate transceiver has been connected, the Adaptive 
Class Measurement device 19 monitors the subscriber line 5 
and determines whether the connected transceiver of the 

be performed to determine which of multiple transceivers of 65 

a data communication equipment (DCE) device should be 
operating over a subscriber loop. The test(s)of the NAP test 

modem 7 is currently capable of communicating with the 
CO 2 within the particular Spectrum Management Class. If 
not, the transceiver is then taken out of service and the 
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transceiver that is most appropriate for communicating 
within the current Spectrum Management Class with the 
DCE 4 of the central office 2 is connected to the subscriber 
loop 5 via the selector 10 and subscriber line interface 16. 
The manner in which the Adaptive Class Measurement 5 
device 19 performs these tasks will be discussed below with 
reference to the NAP tests of the present invention. 

In the exemplary embodiment shown in FIG. 2, a trans
ceiver is provided for four Spectrum Management Classes, 
namely, very low band symmetric (VLB) Class, the low 10 
band symmetric (LB) Class, the mid band symmetric (MB) 
Class and the high band symmetric (HB) Class. Upon 
measurement by the Automatic Class Measurement device 
15 of the loop length and/or other loop parameters defined 
by the Spectrum Management Class deployment rules, the 15 
Spectrum Management Class or Classes that correspond to 
the measured parameters are identified as Allowable 
Classes. This measurement by the Automatic Class Mea
surement device 15 will occur automatically whenever a 
modem incorporating the invention is placed into service 20 
and powered on. 

6 
by the modem 7. Preferably, the allowable Spectrum Man
agement Class or Classes are tagged, as indicated by block 
25. The most appropriate transceiver of the modem 7 is then 
selected and connected to the subscriber line 5 via selector 
10 and subscriber line interface 16. 

When the Automatic Class Measurement device 15 of the 
modem 7 is determining the allowable Spectrum Manage
ment Class or Classes, it will cause the selector 10 to select 
the appropriate transceiver for connection to the subscriber 
line 5. If the communication device 1 at the CO 2 is making 
the determination, it will send a command to the modem 7, 
once the modem 7 has been placed in operation, to cause the 
appropriate transceiver to be selected. The modem 7 will 
then operate in compliance with one of the allowable 
Spectrum Management Classes, as indicated by block 27. 

In-Service Tests of the NAP test feature of the present 
invention are performed by the Adaptive Class Measurement 
device 19. This aspect of the present invention permits 
continual monitoring to determine and select the transceiver 
corresponding to the most appropriate Spectrum Manage
ment Class. If none of the transceivers 11, 12, 13, 14 and are 
capable of operating in compliance with the available Spec
trum Management Class or Classes, the Adaptive Class 
Measurement device 19 will cause the modem 7 to cease 

25 operating. 

As stated above, at other times the Adaptive Class Mea
surement device 19 will measure parameters in an adaptive 
background manner to determine whether or not the Allow
able Classes have changed. Both of the devices 15 and 19 are 
configured to be capable of controlling the selector 10 to 
connect the appropriate transceiver of the DCE 7 to the 
subscriber line 5. Furthermore, the Adaptive Class Measure
ment device 19 is capable of removing the currently con
nected transceiver from service and causing the most appro- 30 
priate transceiver to be connected. The Adaptive Class 
Measurement device 19 preferably is configured to perform 
some or all of the loop qualification NAP testing capabilities 
described below in detail. Preferably, the communication 
device 1 at the CO 2 and the DCE 7 at the subscriber 35 
premises are configured to cooperate with each other in 
performing these tests. However, as discussed below, at least 
some of the tests may be performed by the DCE 4 at the CO 
2 without a DCE 7 being located at the subscriber premises, 
and vice versa. 

The Adaptive Class Measurement device 19 performs the 
tests necessary to determine the Spectrum Management 
Class or Classes for which the subscriber line 5 is qualified. 
It may then further determine from test results which com
pliant transceiver will provide best performance. In accor
dance with one aspect of the present invention, Pre
qualification Test(s) are performed to permit preliminary 
Class identification to be ascertained by the communication 
device 1 of the CO without the necessity of a subscriber 
premises test device (e.g., a DSL modem configured to 
cooperate with the communication device 1 during the 
test(s)). The Pre-qualification Test(s) permit more accurate 
Class identification to be performed from the CO 2 when 
being utilized in conjunction with a premises test device 
(e.g., a DSL modem 7). 

40 

Loop length or reach is a prime parameter used in 
establishing the allowable Spectrum Management Class. 
Measurement of this parameter can be made during 
In-Service Tests. The aforementioned ANSI standardized 
deployment rules for identifying the available Spectrum 
Management Class or Classes are not yet finalized and, even 
once finalized, are always subject to change. Therefore, 
rather than describing the manner in which the non-finalized 
rules may be applied to determine the allowable, or 
available, Spectrum Management Classes, the basic NAP 
tests of the present invention will be described and examples 
of the manner in which they can be applied to determine 
allowable Spectrum Management Classes will be provided. 

The subscriber line 3/5 is comprised of a wire pair 
connecting the DCE 4 located at the CO 2 to the DCE 7 
located at the subscriber premise. The pair may be com
prised of, for example, a single wire gauge, typically AWG 
24 or AWG 26. Alternatively, the pair may be of mixed 

45 gauge with some lengths of one gauge and some lengths of 
another gauge. The subscriber loop may have bridged taps 
attached to the wire pair at one or more points. Depending 
on the detailed Spectrum Management Class deployment 
rule definition of "reach", the parameters to be tested may 

50 vary. The following example is representative of the manner 
in which "reach" can be determined, but variations can be 
accommodated by the test methods of the present invention, 
as will be understood by those skilled in the art in view of 
the discussion provided herein. The following example 

55 assumes that the "reach" test is performed by either DCE 7 
or DCE 4. It should also be noted that the "reach" test could 
also be determined by a device external to the DCEs 7 and 
4, even a device manufactured by a manufacturer other than 
the manufacturer of the DCEs 4 and 7. The "reach" deter-

FIG. 3 is a flow chart representing an example of the 
manner in which the present invention can be used to 
determine whether one or more Spectrum Management 
Classes are available for communicating over the loop 3 and 
subscriber line 5. This flow chart applies to situations where 
the determination is made with and without the premises test 
device, which is represented by the DSL modem 7. In this 
example, the loop length is measured to determine the 
available Spectrum Management Class or Classes, as indi
cated by block 21. The Allowable Spectrum Management 65 

Class or Classes are then identified at the CO 2 by the 
communication device 1 and/or at the subscriber premises 

60 mination could then be entered into the Adaptive Class 
Measurement device 19, by a service technician, for 
example. 

For exemplary purposes, it will be assumed that the 
standardized deployment rule definition of "reach" is the 
"equivalent length of anAWG 26 wire pair for the measured 
end-to-end loss vs. frequency, irrespective of any bridged 
taps. For this case, it is necessary to measure the end-to-end 
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loss while identifying and discounting any effect of any 
bridged taps. The loss vs. frequency of anAWG 26 wire pair 
at any reach is well known. Therefore, if a determination is 
made that no bridged taps are present, a direct loss vs. 
frequency measurement can be compared with known AWG 5 
26 reach tables and the loop reach can be determined from 
those tables. This method of determining reach is suitable 
even if the actual wire gauge is not AWG 26, or is of mixed 
gauge, because the deployment rule is only directed to 
determining "equivalent" length. Unfortunately, if no a 

10 
priori information on bridged taps is available, bridged taps 
must be identified by the test and either compensated for by 
the testing signals or compensated for in the interpretation of 
the loss vs. frequency data, or both. The manner in which 
this determination is made will now be described. 

8 
It should be noted that, if a loop is classed at, for example, 

Spectrum Management Class LB, it is also useable for Class 
VLB DSLs since Class VLB falls within the requirements of 
Class LB. The test would then be to measure performance 
parameters and select the best modulation method that is 
compliant with both Class VLB and Class LB. This is 
demonstrated by the flow chart of FIG. 4. The example 
demonstrated in the flow chart of FIG. 4 assumes that the 
parameter being measured to determine the best mode of 
modulation is loop length. Therefore, loop length is 
measured, as indicated by block 33 to determine the allow
able Spectrum Management Classes, as indicated by block 
35. 

A bridged tap at or very near one end of the loop, which 
is the typical case, is readily discoverable and quantifiable 
by test equipment at that end. The bridged tap creates a 
frequency dependent impedance that is a function of the 
length of the bridged tap. For example, the impedance 
associated with the bridged tap is typically lowest at a 
frequency of about 150 kHz/B, where B is the length of the 
bridged tap in kilofeet. A typical test signal generator with 

Once the allowable Spectrum Management Classes, if 
15 any, have been identified, a determination is made as to 

whether any allowable Spectrum Management Classes 
exists, as indicated by block 37. If not, operation in the 
current modulation mode and line signals are prohibited, as 
indicated by block 39. If at least one allowable Spectrum 

20 Management Class has been identified, the allowable Spec
trum Management Class(es) is tagged, as indicated by block 
41. A determination is then made as to whether more than 
one allowable Class was identified, as indicated by block 43. 
If only one allowable Class has been identified, then the 

a non-zero output impedance, say 100 ohms, would be 
expected to transmit a signal that has a small loss vs. 
frequency variation when no bridged tap is present. 
However, since the bridged tap will normally introduce a 
lower impedance at the frequency identified above, the 
length of the bridged taps can be deduced by measuring at 
a test signal generator the signal level placed on to the wire 
pair. 

25 Adaptive Class Measurement device 19 causes the selector 
to select the transceiver (11, 12, 13, 14) corresponding to the 
mode of operations that is compliant with the Allowable 
Spectrum Management Class, as indicated by block 45. 

30 
The objective of this test is to disregard effects of bridged 

taps. Two approaches may be used to achieve this. The first 
approach is to set the test generator output impedance near 
zero so that the low impedance caused by the bridged tap is 
substantially inconsequential. The second is to equalize the 35 
transmit test signal. In both cases, the transmit test signal 
loss vs. frequency variation will be substantially negligible. 
By using either of these approaches at each end of the loop, 
a determination can be made as to (1) whether a bridged tap 
is present at either or both ends of the loop, and (2) the length 40 
of any bridged taps that are present. These determinations 
can then be used to overcome the influence of the taps on the 
end-to-end loss vs. frequency measurements. 

Once the effect of bridged taps at or near the ends of the 
subscriber loop has been mitigated, end-to-end loss vs. 45 

frequency data can be obtained in each direction. However, 
it remains possible that bridged taps far from either end of 
the loop are present. It is probably not possible to accurately 
account for all such bridged taps in this manner. However, 
since the large majority of bridged taps are near one end of 50 

the loop and the large majority are less than 1000 ft from one 
end of the loop, restricting the loss vs. frequency to fre
quencies well below 150 kHz assures that the desired reach 
calculation of this example can be achieved. 

Measurement of loop reach may be accomplished by 
transmitting from one end of the loop, such as from the CO 
2, a signal with a known spectral content and measuring at 
the other end, such as at the DEC 7, the level at various 
frequencies across the frequency band of interest. Such a 
signal can be a swept sine wave as is used in classical 
spectrum analyzers or other test signals, which are well 
know in the art. By knowing the spectral content of the 
transmitted signal and of the received signal, the loss vs. 
frequency characteristics of the of the test signal over the 
channel can be determined, as will be understood by those 
skilled in the art. The same test can be performed to make 
this determination in both directions. 

55 

60 

65 

If more than one allowable Class has been identified, then 
the Adaptive Class Measurement device 19 causes the 
selector 10 to select the transceiver (1, 12, 13, 14) corre
sponding to the best mode of operations that is compliant 
with each of the allowable Spectrum Management Class, as 
indicated by block 47. The following table lists classes of 
tests that are provided in accordance with the present 
invention. Each class of tests may be performed without a 
prerequisite performance of any other class of tests. That is, 
each class has a test set that provides results without need to 
perform other. Those skilled in the art will understand the 
manner in which these tests are performed. 

Class Test Name 

Pre- Premises modem not Operational 
Qualification POTS Available 
Tests Loading Coils Present 

POTS Splitter Present 
Loop Length Prediction 
On/Off Hook 

Qualification 
Tests 
Note: each 
multipoint 
premises 
DSL modem 
may be 
individually 
tested. 

Interfering POTS Activity 
DSL/CO Average Noise* 
DSL/CO Impulse Noise* 
DSL/CO Noise Spectrum* 
DSL/CO Crosstalk Type* 
DSL/CO Tonal Interferences* 
DCE Performance Prediction* 
Premises modem Operational 
POTS Available 
Loading Coils Present 
POTS Splitter Present 
Loop Length Estimate 
Downlink Loop Characteristic, 
or DLC 
Uplink Loop Characteristic, 
or ULC 
On/Off Hook 
Phone Filter Present 
Interfering POTS Activity 
CO/DLC Non-Linear Distortion* 

Note: Tests with an 
"*"may be performed 
and reported for both 
on/off-hook states. 
But test operator has 
no control over 
premises. 

Note: Tests with an 
"*"are performed 
and reported for both 
on/off-hook states. 
Test operator may 
have control over 
premises. 
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-continued 

Class Test Name 

10 
service offering. A second objective is to report impairments 
that may lead to either performance improvements or the 
offering of higher performance services. 

The Premises User Tests provide test results at a premises 

Premises Non-Linear Distortion* 
DSL/CO Average Noise* 
Premises Average Noise* 
DSL/CO Impulse Noise* 
Premises Impulse Noise* 
DSL/CO Noise Spectrum* 
Premises Noise Spectrum* 
DSL/CO Crosstalk Type* 
Premises Crosstalk Type* 
DSL/CO Tonal Interferences* 
Downstream Data Rate* 

5 modem concurrent with normal operational service of the 
modem, i.e., without interrupting service provided by the 
premises modem. Each multipoint premises modem can be 
individually tested, if desired. The accuracy of these tests is 
high. The first objective of these tests is to provide infor-

Upstream Data Rate* 

10 mation to the service user to permit direct assessment of 
performance from the premises modem to the CO without 
contacting the service provider. The second objective is to 
identify performance limiting impairments or attached 
POTS devices within the premises. Each multipoint pre-

In-Service 
Tests 

1. Premises modem Operational Note: Tests with an 
"*"are performed 
and reported for both 
on/off-hook states. 
Test operator has 
control over premises. 

15 mises modem can be individually tested, if desired. 
2. On/Off Hook 
3. Downstream Data Rate* 
4. Upstream Data Rate* 
5. Downstream Block Test* 
6. Upstream Block Test* 

It should be noted that although the modem located at the 
subscriber premises has been discussed only in terms of 
preferably being an xDSL modem, this is not a requirement 
of the present invention. However, the present invention 

7. Downstream User Byte Count* 
8. Upstream User Byte Count* 
9. Downstream Data Efficiency* 

10. Upstream Data Efficiency* 
11. POTS State Change Count 
12. Retrain Count 
13. CO/DLC Receive Level 

20 preferably is directed to providing xDSL services between 
subscriber premises and a CO. The services are provided by 
a network service provider (NSP). Therefore, the CO DCE 
4 and the DCEs 7 preferably are xDSL modems. The 
assignee of the present application has invented technology 

14. Premises Receive Level 
15. CO/DLC Receive Ratio 
16. Premises Receive Ratio 

Service User 1. Modem Service Available 
Tests 2. On/Off Hook 

3. Downstream Data Rate* 

Note: Tests with an 
"*"are performed 
and reported for both 
on/off-hook states. 
Test operator has 
control over premises. 

25 for implementation in xDSL modems known as multiple 
virtual line (MVL) technology. MVL DSL modems are 
capable of being utilized at a subscriber premise to enable 
multiple DTE devices, such as a facsimile machine and a 
personal computer, to operate simultaneously and commu-

4. Upstream Data Rate* 
5. Downstream Block Test* 
6. Upstream Block Test* 

30 nicate over a single telephone line coupling the subscriber 
premise to the CO. The present invention may be imple
mented in various types of DCE devices, including various 
xDSL modems and MVL xDSL modems. 

The Pre-Qualification Tests involve testing from a CO 
without a modem (i.e., a DSL modem) at the subscriber 35 

premises. Alternatively, the Pre-Qualification Tests could be 
performed by the modem located at the subscriber premises 
without the need for cooperation by the modem located at 
the CO. The accuracy of some of these tests is limited due 
to the absence of known termination and DCE equipment at 40 
the premises or at the CO. For purposes of explanation, it 
will be assumed that the Pre-Qualification Tests are to be 
performed by the modem located at the CO. The first 
objective of these tests is to estimate, prior to any premises 
installation, the likelihood that a modem, if installed at the 45 
subscriber premises, will perform according to the proposed 
service offering. The second objective of these tests is to 
identify impairments that may limit performance of the 
modem once installed at the subscriber premises. 

The Qualification Tests involve testing from a modem at 50 

a CO in conjunction with a modem located at the subscriber 
premises, but with the premises modem service being dis
rupted or disabled. Each multipoint premises modem can be 
individually tested, if desired. The accuracy of these tests is 
high due to the use of the premises modem equipment in 55 

conjunction with the testing equipment located at the CO 
(DCE 4 shown in FIG. 1). The first objective of these tests 
is to establish premises modem performance compared to 
the proposed service offering. The second objective is to 
identify impairments that may limit the performance of the 60 

premises modem. 
The In-Service Tests involve testing from a CO modem 

concurrent with and without interfering with normal service 
provided by the premises modem. Each premises modem 
can be individually tested, if desired. The accuracy of these 65 

tests is high. The first objective of these tests is to measure 
the premises modem performance according to the proposed 

Those skilled in the art will understand the manner in 
which these tests can be performed. Therefore, no further 
discussion of the manner in which any of these tests can be 
performed will be provided herein in the interest of brevity. 
Preferably, the tests of the present invention are imple
mented in software in the modem located at the subscriber 
premises, as well as in the modem located at the CO. As 
stated above, some tests are performed solely by the modem 
4 located at the CO whereas others are performed solely by 
the modem 7 located at the subscriber premise. Others are 
performed in part by the subscriber premises modem 7 and 
in part by the modem 4 located at the CO2. Therefore, only 
the code that is needed at those locations will need to be 
installed at those locations. It is desirable, but not required, 
to have the test software reside permanently in the same 
software codes used for operation of modems implementing 
xDSL and MVL!xDSL technology. In other words, either the 
test code itself, or modem operational code including the test 
code, would be selected, rather than loaded, to perform the 
testing routines. One reason for this is that some modem 
with which the present invention could be implemented may 
have difficulty running test software while simultaneously 
running multiple operational modem codes. 

Therefore, the manner in which the test software is 
implemented may depend on the type of modem with which 
it is to be implemented. With respect to MVL technology, 
which was developed by the assignee of the present 
application, it is desirable for the test software to reside 
without change in progressive releases of MVL, even new 
classes of MVL technology are released. One reason for this 
is to maintain permanence of test results so that data 
collected in the past can be deemed to be reliable. Another 
reason is to provide independence of test code releases from 
operational code releases. 
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Preferably, test signal transmissions are generic so that 
received data can be (1) immediately analyzed, and (2) 
stored for later analysis, perhaps by analysis programs not 
yet in existence. It is also desirable for the test signal 
transmission (digital to analog writes) and test signal recep- 5 
tion (analog to digital reads) to have rather short, finite 
lengths commensurate with memory and backhaul data 
capacities of the modem hardware (DSP and DSLAM 
hardware, respectively). In the case where the subscriber 
premise modem utilizes MVL!xDSL technology, it may be 

10 
desirable for as much signal analysis as possible to be 
performed outside of the MVL operational system. That is, 
while the xDSL/MVL modem will generate and receive test 
signals upon command, the raw data received should be 
analyzed outside of this system by, for example, a personal 
computer (PC) so that performance of the MVL tasks is not 15 

limited by processing of the received test signal. 
One possible architecture of the present invention will 

now be described with reference to a modem incorporating 
xDSL!MVL technology. It will be assumed that the tests are 
limited to tests that are not run in the MVL operational 20 

mode. The tests listed above can be categorized into either 
the operational mode or the test mode. Preferably, every 
MVL software code set would have both some MVL oper
ating software and the Test Software of the present inven
tion. When instructed, the Test Software would be enabled 25 

and test parameters would be loaded that would select the 
transmitted test signals, the cadence of these signals, and the 
capture of these signals. The Test Software would have a test 
signal generation capability (i.e., a digital-to-analog (D/A) 
write at the sample rate) and a test signal reception capability 30 
(i.e., an analog-to-digital (AID) read at the sample rate). In 
all cases, the D/A writes and the AID reads would occur 
simultaneously (including null D/A generation). A single 
counter would identify and label the transmit and receive 
sample pairs. 

The test signal generations would be accomplished by one 
35 

or more algorithms capable of generating periodic 
waveforms, including pseudo-random periodic waveforms. 
The objective here would be to utilize very small program 
space and very small data memory space. Each algorithm 40 
can have a parameters set, or the parameter set may be 
loaded from an external source. Loading the parameters 
from an external source provides great flexibility and use of 
test signals not yet known. 

It should be noted that the present invention has been 45 

described with reference to preferred embodiments, but that 
the present invention is not limited to those embodiments. It 
should also be noted that, although the present invention 
preferably is implemented in software, the present invention 
may also be implemented solely in hardware, if so desired. 50 

If implemented in software, the software is not limited to 
being stored on any particular type of storage device. A 
suitable storage device for this purpose may be, for example, 
a magnetic storage medium, such as a magnetic disk, a solid 
state storage medium, such as random access memory 55 

(RAM) or read only memory (ROM), or an optical storage 
medium, such as an optical compact disk ROM (CD ROM). 
Therefore, the present invention is not limited with respect 
to the type of computer-readable medium employed for 
storing the software. Those skilled in the art will understand 60 

that various modifications may be made to the embodiments 
and features discussed above without deviating from the 
spirit and scope of the present invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An apparatus comprising: 
a modem connected to a subscriber loop, the modem 

being capable of operating in one or more modes that 

65 

12 
are compatible with one or more spectrum management 
classes defined by a standard, each spectrum manage
ment class defining power spectral density (PSD) 
requirements, the modem being configured to automati
cally select a mode that is compatible with at least one 
of the spectrum management classes; 

a plurality of transceivers, each transceiver corresponding 
to one of the modes, wherein the modem electrically 
couples a corresponding transceiver to the subscriber 
loop upon selecting one of the modes; 

a selector, the selector selecting one of the transceivers to 
be electrically coupled to the subscriber loop; and 

an Automatic Class Measurement device in communica
tion with the selector, the Automatic Class Measure
ment device being configured to automatically select a 
mode that is compatible with at least one of the 
spectrum management classes and to cause the selector 
to select one of the transceivers to be electrically 
coupled to the subscriber loop. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the modem is further 
configured to detect when the modem is not capable of 
operating in a mode that is compatible with at least one of 
the spectrum management classes, and to prevent data 
transmission and reception upon such detection. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the modem is further 
configured to automatically select a mode that is compatible 
with at least one of the spectrum management classes by 
measuring subscriber loop length. 

4. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising: 
an Adaptive Class Measurement device in communication 

with the selector, the Adaptive Class Measurement 
device being configured to adaptively determine 
whether a current mode is not compatible with at least 
one of the spectrum management classes and to prevent 
data transmission and reception upon such determina
tion. 

5. An apparatus comprising: 
a modem connected to a subscriber loop, the modem 

being capable of operating in one or more modes that 
are compatible with one or more spectrum management 
classes defined by a standard, each spectrum manage
ment class defining power spectral density (PSD) 
requirements, the modem being configured to measure 
characteristics of the subscriber loop, the modem being 
further configured to automatically select, based on the 
measured characteristics, a mode that is compatible 
with at least one of the spectrum management classes; 

a plurality of transceivers, each transceiver corresponding 
to one of the modes, wherein the modem electrically 
couples the corresponding transceiver of the modem to 
the subscriber loop upon selecting a mode; 

a selector, the selector selecting one of the transceivers to 
be electrically coupled to the subscriber loop; and 

an Automatic Class Measurement device in communica
tion with the selector, the Automatic Class Measure
ment device being configured to automatically select a 
mode that is compatible with at least one of the 
spectrum management classes and to cause the selector 
to select one of the transceivers to be electrically 
coupled to the subscriber loop. 

6. The apparatus of claim 5, further comprising: 
an Adaptive Class Measurement device in communication 

with the selector, the Adaptive Class Measurement 
device being configured to adaptively determine 
whether a current mode of the modem is not compatible 
with at least one of the spectrum management classes 
and to prevent line signaling on such a determination. 
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7. The system of claim 5, wherein the modem provides a 
subscriber service, and the modem determines which of the 
spectrum management classes are compatible with the sub
scriber loop by performing a qualification test which dis-
rupts the subscriber service. 5 

8. The system of claim 5, wherein the modem provides a 
subscriber service, and the modem determines which of the 
spectrum management classes are compatible with the sub
scriber loop by performing a qualification test without 
interfering with the subscriber service. 10 

9. The system of claim 5, wherein the modem, upon the 
determination of which of the spectrum management classes 
are compatible with the subscribe loop, automatically selects 
one of the modes that is compatible with one of the deter-
mined spectrum management classes. 15 

10. The system of claim 5, wherein the modem is con
figured to detect when the modem is not capable of operating 
in a mode that is compatible with at least one of the 
determined spectrum management classes and to prevent 
data transmission and reception upon such detection. 20 

11. The system of claim 5, wherein the modem is con
figured to determine which of the spectrum management 
classes are compatible with the subscriber loop by measur
ing subscriber loop length. 

12. A system for communicating over a subscriber loop, 25 

the system comprising: 

a first modem located at a subscriber premise, the first 
modem being capable of operating in one or more 
modes that are compatible with one or more spectrum 
management classes defined by a standard, each spec- 30 

trum management class defining power spectral density 
(PSD) requirements; 

14 
a second modem located at a central office, the second 

modem being capable of operating in one or more 
modes that are compatible with one or more of the 
spectrum management classes; 

a subscriber loop electrically coupling the first modem to 
the second modem wherein the first and second 
modems cooperate with each other to determine which 
of the spectrum management classes are compatible 
with the subscriber loop; 

a plurality of transceivers, each transceiver corresponding 
to one of the compatible modes, wherein the modem 
electrically couples a corresponding transceiver to the 
subscriber loop upon selecting one of the modes; 

a selector, the selector selecting one of the transceivers to 
be electrically coupled to the subscriber loop; and 

an Automatic Class Measurement device in communica
tion with the selector, the Automatic Class Measure
ment device being configured to automatically select a 
mode that is compatible with at least one of the 
spectrum management classes and to cause the selector 
to select one of the transceivers to be electrically 
coupled to the subscriber loop. 

13. The system of claim 12, further comprising: 
an Adaptive Class Measurement device in communication 

with the selector, the Adaptive Class Measurement 
device being configured to adaptively determine 
whether a current mode is not compatible with least one 
of the spectrum management classes and to prevent 
data transmission and reception upon such determina
tion. 

* * * * * 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
AUTOMATIC SELECTION AND OPERATION 
OF A SUBSCRIBER LINE SPECTRUM CLASS 

TECHNOLOGY 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is a continuation of application Ser. No. 
09/573,518, filed May 17,2000, now U.S. Pat. No. 6,970,501 
which claims the benefit ofU.S. Provisional Application No. 
60/134,590, filed May 17, 1999. These applications are 
entirely incorporated herein by reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

2 
ible with one of the spectrum management classes. Further
more, it would be desirable to provide such a communication 
device that could detect when it is capable of operating in a 
mode that is compatible with more than one of these classes 
and that would automatically select a mode of operation that 
is compatible with the class that optimizes performance of the 
communication device. It would also be desirable to provide 
such a communication device that could detect when it is no 
longer capable of operating in a mode that is compatible with 

10 at least one of the spectrum management classes and which 
would prevent operation of the communication device when 
such a determination is made. 

Although it is generally known for certain DSL modems 
and subscriber line technologies to have automatic and adap-

15 tive algorithms that seek to optimize performance, it is not 
known to provide a modem that detects compatibility with 
one or more spectrum management classes of the aforemen
tioned standard and that selects the appropriate or best mode 
of operation based on that determination. For example, algo-

The present invention relates generally to a method and 
apparatus for automatically selecting a subscriber line Spec
trum Management Class technology mode of operation for 
communication over metallic subscriber loop cables. More 
particularly, the present invention relates to a communication 
device that automatically detects which of a plurality ofSpec
trum Management Classes the communication device is 
capable of operating in and selects a mode of operation that is 
compatible with one or more of the Spectrum Management 25 

Classes. 

20 rithms that automatically select transmit spectrum band
widths and/or bandwidth locations are known. These algo
rithms are utilized to optimize performance in accordance 
with the ITU V.34 standard. The ITU V.34 standard also 
provides for adaptive equalizers and echo-cancelers. 

Another type of automatic algorithm provided for by the 
ITUV.34 standard, which is often referred to as an auto-rating 
algorithm, provides for modifying a data transmission rate of 
a modem to allow the highest data rate possible to be utilized 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The American National Standard for Telecommunications 30 
in the presence of certain line impairments. However, this 
algorithm is not truly "adaptive" because it is necessary to 
temporarily disrupt communication while the rate change is 
being accomplished. An auto-rate algorithm that is utilized 
with Multiple Virtual Lines (MVL) technology is known, 
which was developed by the assignee of the present applica-

is developing a standard that sets forth spectrum management 
requirements and recommendations for the administration of 
services and technologies that use metallic subscriber loop 
wire pairs, commonly referred to as subscriber loops. The 
goal of the standard is to administer the loop plant in a way 
that provides spectral compatibility for services and tech
nologies that use pairs in the same cable binder. The standard 
is particularly directed to minimizing the potential for cross
talk interference in twisted pair subscriber loop cables that are 
shared by multiple service providers (carriers). In situations 
where multiple service providers utilize twisted pairs in the 
same loop binders, services and technologies may interfere 
with each other if they are deployed in an uncontrolled man
ner. The standard provides spectrum management require
ments and deployment recommendations for the administra
tion of services and technologies in such an environment in a 
way that prevents or minimizes such deleterious effects. 

The Spectrum Management Classes address (1) transmit 
signal power spectral density (PSD) requirements, (2) trans
mit signal average power requirements, (3) transverse bal
ance requirements, (4) deployment restrictions based upon 
the subscriber loop characteristics, and (5) loop assignment 
guidelines. A communication device or system that meets all 
of the applicable requirements for one of the spectrum man
agement classes is deemed to be in conformance with the 
standard. If a communication device or system does not meet 
all of the requirements associated with at least one of the 
spectrum management classes, the communication device or 
system is deemed to be non-compliant with the standard. 

35 tion. The MVL auto-rating algorithm enables the rate change 
to be accomplished without disrupting communication. 
Therefore, the MVL auto-rating algorithm is adaptive. 

Although the aforementioned algorithms seek to optimize 

40 
performance, they do not take into account restrictions on 
transmit bandwidth and/or transmit power level or other types 
of restrictions that are in effect on a particular subscriber line 
on which they operate. These are examples of the types of 
restrictions that must be met in order to comply with the 

45 
spectrum management classes defined in the standard. There
fore, these algorithms are not suitable for automatically 
selecting an appropriate mode of operation that is in compli
ance with one of the spectrum management classes. 

A feature known as Spectrum Manager is used with Ether-
50 loop modems, which are marketed by a company known as 

Elastic Networks. Etherloop modems base the use of transmit 
spectrum on the presence or absence of other devices in the 
binder, i.e., on the presence or absence of other devices com
municating on the same copper pair. Etherloop modems cor-

55 relate an allowable use of spectrum to the length of the loop to 
which the modem is connected. The Etherloop modem 
adjusts its usage of transmit spectrum based on a detection of 
cross-talk caused by other DSL systems in the binder. 

It would be desirable to provide a communication device, 60 

such as a digital subscriber line (DSL) modem, for example, 
that is capable of operating in a manner that is compatible 
with one or more of the spectrum management classes. It 
would also be desirable to provide a communication device 
that is capable of automatically detecting which of the spec- 65 

trum management classes it is capable of operating in and of 
automatically selecting a mode of operation that is compat-

However, the Etherloop modem does not adjust its use of 
spectrum based on loop parameters required for spectrum 
management class compliance. Furthermore, when an Ether
loop modem is operating properly, it will, under many cir
cumstances, select modes of operation that are not in compli
ance with the aforementioned spectrum management classes. 
Also, Etherloop modem adjustments are based on a measure
ment of transient conditions and other conditions that are 
difficult to measure. It is not based on measurement param-
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eters that are directly related to the deployment rules associ
ated with the spectrum management classes. 

4 
data communication equipment (DCE) device should be 
operating over a subscriber loop. The test(s) of the NAP test 
feature are utilized in accordance with the preferred embodi
ment of the present invention to determine which spectrum 
management class or classes a DCE device may operate in 
over the subscriber loop. It should be noted that the tests of the 
NAP Test Feature of the present invention are not limited to 
being used to determine which spectrum management class 
or classes a communication device may operate in on a sub
scriber loop. The present invention is capable of being uti
lized to determine the appropriate spectrum management 
class or classes defined in the aforementioned American 
National Standard for Telecommunications, although the 
present invention is not limited to being utilized for this 
purpose. 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the loop plant 3 that 
connects a central office (CO) 2 to several different subscriber 
premises, each of which comprises a DCE device 7 (e.g., an 
xDSL modem) and data terminal equipment (DTE) 8 (e.g., 

Accordingly, a need exists for a communication device, 
such as a modem, that is capable of detecting whether it is 
capable of operating in a mode that is compatible with one or 
more of the spectrum management classes and which auto
matically selects a mode of operation that is compliant with 
one of the spectrum management classes. A need also exists 
for such a communication device that is capable of determin
ing whether it is capable of operating in multiple modes that 10 

are compliant with multiple spectrum management classes 
and which is capable of selecting the mode of operation that 
optimizes the performance of the communication device. A 
need also exists for such a communication device that is 
capable of determining when it is not capable of operating in 15 

a mode that is compliant with at least one of the spectrum 
management classes and which prevents operation of itself 
upon determining that it is not capable of operating in a mode 
that is compliant with at least one of the spectrum manage
ment classes. 20 one or more computers). The CO 2 comprises at least one 

DCE 4 that is compatible with the DCEs 7 located at the 
subscriber premises. The loop plant represented by the line 3 
is comprised of one or more twisted copper pairs, as is well 
known in the industry. The subscriber lines 5 are also twisted 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides a communication device, 
such as a modem, that is capable of detecting whether it is 
capable of operating in a mode that is compatible with one or 
more of the spectrum management classes and which auto
matically selects a mode of operation that is compliant with 
one of the spectrum management classes. The communica
tion device determines whether it is capable of operating in 
multiple modes that are compliant with multiple spectrum 
management classes and which is capable of selecting the 
mode of operation that optimizes the performance of the 
communication device. The communication device is also 
capable of determining when it is not capable of operating in 35 

a mode that is compliant with at least one of the spectrum 
management classes and which prevents operation of itself 
upon determining that it is not capable of operating in a mode 
that is compliant with at least one of the spectrum manage
ment classes. 

These and other aspects and advantages of the present 
invention will become apparent from the following discus
sion, drawings and claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a portion of the 
system in which the method and apparatus of the present 
invention maybe implemented. 

25 copper pairs that connect the subscriber premises to the loop 
plant 3. The subscriber lines 5 are normally viewed as being 
part of the loop plant 3. In accordance with the present inven
tion, one or more tests are performed to determine the oper
ating capability of the DCEs 4 and/or 7located, respectively, 

30 at the CO2 and at the subscriber premises. TheDCE 4located 
at the CO 2 preferably is an xDSL modem having similar or 
identical functional capabilities as those of the DCEs 7 
located at the subscriber premises, which, as stated above, 
preferably are also xDSL modems. 

By performing these test(s), one or more Spectrum Man-
agement Classes that the DCEs 4 and/or 7 are capable of 
operating in can be determined. FIG. 2 is a block diagram 
illustrating the apparatus of the present invention in accor
dance with one exemplary embodiment. The apparatus pref-

40 erably is comprised in an xDSL modem, which is represented 
by each of the DCEs 4 and 7 shown in FIG. 1. Each of the 
DCEs 4 and 7 comprises four transceivers 11, 12, 13 and 14, 
which are available for connection, one at a time, to the 
subscriber line 5 via a selector 10 and the subscriber line 

45 interface 16. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the apparatus of the 50 

present invention in accordance with one exemplary embodi
ment. 

Instead of one of the transceivers being connected to the 
subscriber line 5 at a particular time, the selector 10 can 
instead connect the Automatic Class Measurement device 15 
to the subscriber loop 5 via the subscriber line interface 16. 
The Automatic Class Measurement device 15 is capable of 
performing certain tests to determine which of the transceiv-
ers 11, 12, 13 or 14 should be connected to the subscriber line 
5. Once this determination has been made, the Automatic 
Class Measurement device 15 notifies the selector 10 as to 

FIG. 3 is a flow chart representing an example of the 
manner in which the present invention can be used to deter
mine whether one or more Spectrum Management Classes 
are available for communicating over the loop 3 and sub
scriber line 5 shown in FIG. 1. 

55 which transceiver is to be connected. The manner in which 
this determination is made will be discussed below in detail 
with respect to the NAP tests of the present invention. 

FIG. 4 is a flow chart demonstrating the method of the 
present invention in accordance with one exemplary embodi
ment, wherein the parameter being measured to determine the 60 

best mode of modulation is loop length. 

Connection of the appropriate transceiver to the subscriber 
line 5 enables the modem 7 to communicate with the DCE 4 
located at the CO2 within the determined Spectrum Manage
ment Class dictated by the physical characteristics of the 
subscriber line 5 (e.g., loop length, gauge, etc). Once the 
appropriate transceiver has been connected, the Adaptive 
Class Measurement device 19 monitors the subscriber line 5 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides a Network Access Provider 
(NAP) Test Feature that enables one or more tests to be 
performed to determine which of multiple transceivers of a 

65 and determines whether the connected transceiver of the 
modem 7 is currently capable of communicating with the CO 
2 within the particular Spectrum Management Class. If not, 
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the transceiver is then taken out of service and the transceiver 
that is most appropriate for communicating within the current 
Spectrum Management Class with the DCE 4 of the central 
office 2 is connected to the subscriber loop 5 via the selector 
10 and subscriber line interface 16. The manner in which the 
Adaptive Class Measurement device 19 performs these tasks 
will be discussed below with reference to the NAP tests of the 
present invention. 

6 
Classes are tagged, as indicated by block 25. The most appro
priate transceiver of the modem 7 is then selected and con
nected to the subscriber line 5 via selector 10 and subscriber 
line interface 16. 

When the Automatic Class Measurement device 15 of the 
modem 7 is determining the allowable Spectrum Manage
ment Class or Classes, it will cause the selector 10 to select the 
appropriate transceiver for connection to the subscriber line 
5. If the communication device 1 at the CO2 is making the In the exemplary embodiment shown in FIG. 2, a trans

ceiver is provided for four Spectrum Management Classes, 
namely, very low band symmetric (VLB) Class, the low band 
symmetric (LB) Class, the mid band symmetric (MB) Class 
and the high band symmetric (HB) Class. Upon measurement 

10 determination, it will send a command to the modem 7, once 
the modem 7 has been placed in operation, to cause the 
appropriate transceiver to be selected. The modem 7 will then 
operate in compliance with one of the allowable Spectrum 

by the Automatic Class Measurement device 15 of the loop 
length and/or other loop parameters defined by the Spectrum 15 

Management Class deployment rules, the Spectrum Manage
ment Class or Classes that correspond to the measured param
eters are identified as Allowable Classes. This measurement 

Management Classes, as indicated by block 27. 
In-Service Tests of the NAP test feature of the present 

invention are performed by the Adaptive Class Measurement 
device 19. This aspect of the present invention permits con
tinual monitoring to determine and select the transceiver cor
responding to the most appropriate Spectrum Management by the Automatic Class Measurement device 15 will occur 

automatically whenever a modem incorporating the invention 
is placed into service and powered on. 

20 Class. If none of the transceivers 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 are 
capable of operating in compliance with the available Spec
trum Management Class or Classes, the Adaptive Class Mea
surement device 19 will cause the modem 7 to cease operat-

As stated above, at other times the Adaptive Class Mea
surement device 19 will measure parameters in an adaptive 
background manner to determine whether or not the Allow
able Classes have changed. Both of the devices 15 and 19 are 25 

configured to be capable of controlling the selector 10 to 
connect the appropriate transceiver of the DCE 7 to the sub
scriber line 5. Furthermore, the Adaptive Class Measurement 
device 19 is capable of removing the currently connected 
transceiver from service and causing the most appropriate 30 

transceiver to be connected. The Adaptive Class Measure
ment device 19 preferably is configured to perform some or 

ing. 
Loop length or reach is a prime parameter used in estab

lishing the allowable Spectrum Management Class. Measure
ment of this parameter can be made during In-Service Tests. 
The aforementioned ANSI standardized deployment rules for 
identifying the available Spectrum Management Class or 
Classes are not yet finalized and, even once finalized, are 
always subject to change. Therefore, rather than describing 
the manner in which the non-finalizedrules may be applied to 
determine the allowable, or available, Spectrum Management 
Classes, the basic NAP tests of the present invention will be 
described and examples of the manner in which they can be 
applied to determine allowable Spectrum Management 
Classes will be provided. 

The subscriber line 3/5 is comprised of a wire pair con
necting the DCE 4 located at the CO 2 to the DCE 7 located 

all of the loop qualification NAP testing capabilities 
described below in detail. Preferably, the communication 
device 1 at the CO2 and the DCE 7 at the subscriber premises 35 

are configured to cooperate with each other in performing 
these tests. However, as discussed below, at least some of the 
tests may be performed by the DCE 4 at the CO 2 without a 
DCE 7 being located at the subscriber premises, and vice 
versa. 40 at the subscriber premise. The pair may be comprised of, for 

example, a single wire gauge, typically AWG 24 or AWG26. 
Alternatively, the pair may be of mixed gauge with some 
lengths of one gauge and some lengths of another gauge. The 
subscriber loop may have bridged taps attached to the wire 

The Adaptive Class Measurement device 19 performs the 
tests necessary to determine the Spectrum Management Class 
or Classes for which the subscriber line 5 is qualified. It may 
then further determine from test results which compliant 
transceiver will provide best performance. In accordance 
with one aspect of the present invention, Pre-qualification 
Test(s) are performed to permit preliminary Class identifica
tion to be ascertained by the communication device 1 of the 
CO without the necessity of a subscriber premises test device 
(e.g., a DSL modem configured to cooperate with the com
munication device 1 during the test( s)). The Pre-qualification 
Test(s) permit more accurate Class identification to be per
formed from the CO 2 when being utilized in conjunction 
with a premises test device (e.g., a DSL modem 7). 

45 pair at one or more points. Depending on the detailed Spec
trum Management Class deployment rule definition of 
"reach", the parameters to be tested may vary. The following 
example is representative of the manner in which "reach" can 
be determined, but variations can be accommodated by the 

50 test methods of the present invention, as will be understood by 
those skilled in the art in view of the discussion provided 
herein. The following example assumes that the "reach" test 
is performed by either DCE 7 or DCE 4. It should also be 
noted that the "reach" test could also be determined by a 

55 device external to the DCEs 7 and 4, even a device manufac
tured by a manufacturer other than the manufacturer of the 
DCEs 4 and 7. The "reach" determination could then be 
entered into the Adaptive Class Measurement device 19, by a 

FIG. 3 is a flow chart representing an example of the 
manner in which the present invention can be used to deter
mine whether one or more Spectrum Management Classes 
are available for communicating over the loop 3 and sub
scriber line 5. This flow chart applies to situations where the 
determination is made with and without the premises test 60 

device, which is represented by the DSL modem 7. In this 
example, the loop length is measured to determine the avail
able Spectrum Management Class or Classes, as indicated by 
block 21. The Allowable Spectrum Management Class or 
Classes are then identified at the CO2 by the communication 65 

device 1 and/or at the subscriber premises by the modem 7. 
Preferably, the allowable Spectrum Management Class or 

service technician, for example. 
For exemplary purposes, it will be assumed that the stan

dardized deployment rule definition of"reach" is the "equiva
lent length of an AWG 26 wire pair for the measured end-to
end loss vs. frequency, irrespective of any bridged taps." For 
this case, it is necessary to measure the end-to-end loss while 
identifying and discounting any effect of any bridged taps. 
The loss vs. frequency of anAWG 26 wire pair at any reach is 
well known. Therefore, if a determination is made that no 
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bridged taps are present, a direct loss vs. frequency measure
ment can be compared with knownAWG 26 reach tables and 
the loop reach can be determined from those tables. This 
method of determining reach is suitable even if the actual wire 
gauge is not A WG 26, or is of mixed gauge, because the 
deployment rule is only directed to determining "equivalent" 
length. Unfortunately, if no priori information on bridged taps 
is available, bridged taps must be identified by the test and 
either compensated for by the testing signals or compensated 
for in the interpretation of the loss vs. frequency data, or both. 10 

The marmer in which this determination is made will now be 
described. 

A bridged tap at or very near one end of the loop, which is 
the typical case, is readily discoverable and quantifiable by 
test equipment at that end. The bridged tap creates a fre- 15 

quency dependent impedance that is a function of the length 
of the bridged tap. For example, the impedance associated 
with the bridged tap is typically lowest at a frequency of about 
150 kHz/B, where B is the length of the bridged tap in kilo
feet. A typical test signal generator with a non-zero output 20 

impedance, say 100 ohms, would be expected to transmit a 
signal that has a small loss vs. frequency variation when no 
bridged tap is present. However, since the bridged tap will 
normally introduce a lower impedance at the frequency iden
tified above, the length of the bridged taps can be deduced by 25 

measuring at a test signal generator the signal level placed on 
to the wire pair. 

The objective of this test is to disregard effects of bridged 
taps. Two approaches may be used to achieve this. The first 
approach is to set the test generator output impedance near 30 

zero so that the low impedance caused by the bridged tap is 
substantially inconsequential. The second is to equalize the 
transmit test signal. In both cases, the transmit test signal loss 

8 
parameters and select the best modulation method that is 
compliant with both Class VLB and ClassLB. This is dem
onstrated by the flow chart of FIG. 4. The example demon
strated in the flow chart of FIG. 4 assumes that the parameter 
being measured to determine the best mode of modulation is 
loop length. Therefore, loop length is measured, as indicated 
by block 33 to determine the allowable Spectrum Manage
ment Classes, as indicated by block 35. 

Once the allowable Spectrum Management Classes, if any, 
have been identified, a determination is made as to whether 
any allowable Spectrum Management Classes exists, as indi
cated by block 37. If not, operation in the current modulation 
mode and line signals are prohibited, as indicated by block 39. 
If at least one allowable Spectrum Management Class has 
been identified, the allowable Spectrum Management Class 
(es) is tagged, as indicated by block 41. A determination is 
then made as to whether more than one allowable Class was 
identified, as indicated by block 43. If only one allowable 
Class has been identified, then the Adaptive Class Measure
ment device 19 causes the selector 10 to select the transceiver 
(11, 12, 13, 14) corresponding to the mode of operations that 
is compliant with the Allowable Spectrum Management 
Class, as indicated by block 45. If more than one allowable 
Class has been identified, then the Adaptive Class Measure
ment device 19 causes the selector 10 to select the transceiver 
(11, 12, 13, 14) corresponding to the best mode of operations 
that is compliant with each of the allowable Spectrum Man
agement Class, as indicated by block 47. The following table 
lists classes of tests that are provided in accordance with the 
present invention. Each class of tests may be performed with
out a prerequisite performance of any other class of tests. That 
is, each class has a test set that provides results without need 
to perform other. Those skilled in the art will understand the 
manner in which these tests are performed. 

Class Test Name 

vs. frequency variation will be substantially negligible. By 
using either of these approaches at each end of the loop, a 35 

determination can be made as to (1) whether a bridged tap is 
present at either or both ends of the loop, and (2) the length of 
any bridged taps that are present. These determinations can 
then be used to overcome the influence of the taps on the 
end-to-end loss vs. frequency measurements. 

Once the effect of bridged taps at or near the ends of the 
subscriber loop has been mitigated, end-to-end loss vs. fre
quency data can be obtained in each direction. However, it 
remains possible that bridged taps far from either end of the 
loop are present. It is probably not possible to accurately 45 

account for all such bridged taps in this marmer. However, 
since the large majority ofbridged taps are near one end of the 
loop and the large majority are less than 1000 ft from one end 

40 
Pre
Qualification 
Tests 

Premises modem not 
Operational 
POTS Available 
Loading Coils Present 
POTS Splitter Present 
Loop Lengtb Prediction 
On-Off Hook 

Note: Tests with an"*" 
may be performed and 
report for both 
on/off-hook 

of the loop, restricting the loss vs. frequency to frequencies 
well below 150kHz assures that the desired reach calculation 50 

of this example can be achieved. 
Measurement ofloop reach may be accomplished by trans

mitting from one end of the loop, such as from the CO 2, a 
signal with a known spectral content and measuring at the 
other end, such as at the DEC, the level at various frequencies 55 

across the frequency band of interest. Such a signal can be a 
swept sine wave as is used in classical spectrum analyzers or 
other test signals, which are well known in the art. By know
ing the spectral content of the transmitted signal and of the 
received signal, the loss vs. frequency characteristics of the of 60 

the test signal over the channel can be determined, as will be 
understood by those skilled in the art. The same test can be 
performed to make this determination in both directions. 

It should be noted that, if a loop is classed at, for example, 
Spectrum Management Class LB, it is also useable for Class 65 

VLB DSLs since Class VLB falls within the requirements of 
Class LB. The test would then be to measure performance 

Qualification 
Tests 
Note: each 
multipoint 
premises DSL 
modem may 
be 
individually 
tested. 

Interfering POTS Activity 
DSLICO Average Noise* 
DSLICO Impulse Noise* 
DSLICO Noise Spectrum* 
DSLICO Crosstalk Type* 
DSLICO Tonal Interferences* 
DCE Performance Prediction* 
Premises modem Operational 
POTS Available 
Loading Coil Present 
POTS Splitter Present 
Loop Lengtb 
Downlink Loop 
Characteristic, or DLC 
Uplink Loop Characteristic, 
orULC 
On/Off Hook 
Phone Filter Present 
Interfering POTS Activity 
CO/DLC Non-Linear 
Distortion* 
Premises Non-Linear 
Distortion* 
DSLICO Average Noise* 
Premises Average Noise* 
DSLICO Impulse Noise* 
Premises Impulse Noise* 

states. 

But test operator has no 
control over premises. 
Note: Test with an"*" 
are performed and report 
for both on/off-hook 
states. 
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-continued 

Class Test Name 

10 
The Premises User Tests provide test results at a premises 

modem concurrent with normal operational service of the 
modem, i.e., without interrupting service provided by the 
premises modem. Each multipoint premises modem can be 
individually tested, if desired. The accuracy of these tests is 
high. The first objective of these tests is to provide informa
tion to the service user to permit direct assessment of perfor
mance from the premises modem to the CO without contact
ing the service provider. The second objective is to identifY 

In-Service 
Tests 

DSLICO Noise Spectrum* 
Premises Noise Spectrum* 
DSLICO Crosstalk Type* 
Premises Crosstalk Type* 
DSLICO Tonal Interferences* 
Downstream Data Rate* 
Upstream Data Rate* 
Premises modem Operation 
On/Off Hook 
Downstream Data Rate* 
Upstream Data Rate* 
Downstream Block Test* 
Upstream Block Test* 
Downstream User Byte 
Cmmt* 

Note: Tests with an"*" 
are performed and 
reported for both on/off
hook states. 

10 performance limiting impairments or attached POTS devices 
within the premises. Each multipoint premises modem can be 
individually tested, if desired. 

It should be noted that although the modem located at the 
subscriber premises has been discussed only in terms of pref-

Upstream User Byte Count* 
Downstream Data Efficiency* 
Upstream Data Efficiency* 
POTS State Change Count 
Retrain Count 

Test operator has control 
over premises. 15 erably being an xDSL modem, this is not a requirement of the 

present invention. However, the present invention preferably 
is directed to providing xDSL services between subscriber 
premises and a CO. The services are provided by a network 
service provider (NSP). Therefore, the CO DCE 4 and the 

Service User 
Tests 

CO/DLC Receive Level 
Premises Receive Level 
CO/DLC Receive Ratio 
Premises Receive Ratio 
Modem Service Available 
On/Off Hook 
Downstream Data Rate* 
Upstream Data Rate* 
Downstream block Test* 
Upstream Block Test* 

Note: Tests with an"*" 
are performed and 
reported for both on/off
hook states. 

20 DCEs 7 preferably are xDSL modems. The assignee of the 
present application has invented technology for implementa
tion in xDSL modems known as multiple virtual line (MVL) 
technology. MVL DSL modems are capable of being utilized 
at a subscriber premise to enable multiple DTE devices, such 

Test operator has control 
over premises. 

25 as a facsimile machine and a personal computer, to operate 
simultaneously and communicate over a single telephone line 
coupling the subscriber premise to the CO. The present inven
tion may be implemented in various types of DCE devices, 
including various xDSL modems and MVL xDSL modems. 

30 Those skilled in the art will understand the manner in 
The Pre-Qualification Tests involve testing from a CO 

without a modem (i.e., a DSL modem) at the subscriber 
premises. Alternatively, the Pre-Qualification Tests could be 
performed by the modem located at the subscriber premises 
without the need for cooperation by the modem located at the 35 

CO. The accuracy of some of these tests is limited due to the 
absence of known termination and DCE equipment at the 
premises or at the CO. For purposes of explanation, it will be 
assumed that the Pre-Qualification Tests are to be performed 
by the modern located at the CO. The first objective of these 40 

tests is to estimate, prior to any premises installation, the 
likelihood that a modem, if installed at the subscriber pre
mises, will perform according to the proposed service offer
ing. The second objective of these tests is to identifY impair
ments that may limit performance of the modem once 45 

installed at the subscriber premises. 
The Qualification Tests involve testing from a modem at a 

CO in conjunction with a modem located at the subscriber 
premises, but with the premises modem service being dis
rupted or disabled. Each multipoint premises modem can be 50 

individually tested, if desired. The accuracy of these tests is 
high due to the use of the premises modem equipment in 
conjunction with the testing equipment located at the CO 
(DCE 4 shown in FIG. 1). The first objective of these tests is 
to establish premises modem performance compared to the 55 

proposed service offering. The second objective is to identify 
impairments that may limit the performance of the premises 
modem. 

The In-Service Tests involve testing from a CO modem 
concurrent with and without interfering with normal service 60 

provided by the premises modem. Each premises modem can 
be individually tested, if desired. The accuracy of these tests 
is high. The first objective of these tests is to measure the 
premises modem performance according to the proposed ser
vice offering. A second objective is to report impairments that 65 

may lead to either performance improvements or the offering 
of higher performance services. 

which these tests can be performed. Therefore, no further 
discussion of the manner in which any of these tests can be 
performed will be provided herein in the interest of brevity. 
Preferably, the tests of the present invention are implemented 
in software in the modem located at the subscriber premises, 
as well as in the modem located at the CO. As stated above, 
some tests are performed solely by the modem 4located at the 
CO whereas others are performed solely by the modem 7 
located at the subscriber premise. Others are performed in 
part by the subscriber premises modem 7 and in part by the 
modem 4 located at the CO2. Therefore, only the code that is 
needed at those locations will need to be installed at those 
locations. It is desirable, but not required, to have the test 
software reside permanently in the same software codes used 
for operation of modems implementing xDSL and MVLI 
xDSL technology. In other words, either the test code itself, or 
modem operational code including the test code, would be 
selected, rather than loaded, to perform the testing routines. 
One reason for this is that some modem with which the 
present invention could be implemented may have difficulty 
running test software while simultaneously running multiple 
operational modem codes. 

Therefore, the manner in which the test software is imple
mented may depend on the type of modem with which it is to 
be implemented. With respect to MVL technology, which was 
developed by the assignee of the present application, it is 
desirable for the test software to reside without change in 
progressive releases ofMVL, even new classes ofMVL tech
nology are released. One reason for this is to maintain per
manence of test results so that data collected in the past can be 
deemed to be reliable. Another reason is to provide indepen-
dence of test code releases from operational code releases. 

Preferably, test signal transmissions are generic so that 
received data can be (1) immediately analyzed, and (2) stored 
for later analysis, perhaps by analysis programs not yet in 
existence. It is also desirable for the test signal transmission 
(digital to analog writes) and test signal reception (analog to 
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digital reads) to have rather short, finite lengths connnensu
rate with memory and backhaul data capacities of the modem 
hardware (DSP and DSLAM hardware, respectively). In the 
case where the subscriber premise modem utilizes MVLI 
xDSL technology, it may be desirable for as much signal 
analysis as possible to be performed outside of the MVL 
operational system. That is, while the xDSLIMVL modem 
will generate and receive test signals upon connnand, the raw 
data received should be analyzed outside of this system by, for 
example, a personal computer (PC) so that performance of the 10 

MVL tasks is not limited by processing of the received test 
signal. 

One possible architecture of the present invention will now 

12 
figured to connnunicate in a respective at least one of the 
predefined spectrum management classes, and where 
the selected operating transceiver is configured to com
municate in the first allowable class; and 

enabling the operating transceiver. 
2. The method of claim 1, wherein each spectrum manage

ment class defines transmit power requirements. 
3. The method of claim 1, wherein each spectrum manage

ment class defines transmit power spectral density (PSD) 
requirements. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the spectrum manage
ment classes are defined by a standard. 

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
determining that the selected operating transceiver is not 

currently compatible with the first allowable class; and 
ceasing line signaling upon such determination. 
6. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
determining that the selected operating transceiver is not 

currently compatible with the first allowable class; and 
identifYing a second allowable class corresponding to the 

measured subscriber loop characteristics; and 
selecting a transceiver that is compatible with the second 

allowable class. 
7. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
determining which one of the transceivers optimizes per

formance; 

be described with reference to a modem incorporating xDSLI 
MVL technology. It will be assumed that the tests are limited 15 

to tests that are not run in the MVL operational mode. The 
tests listed above can be categorized into either the opera
tional mode or the test mode. Preferably, every MVL software 
code set would have both some MVL operating software and 
the Test Software of the present invention. When instructed, 20 

the Test Software would be enabled and test parameters 
would be loaded that would select the transmitted test signals, 
the cadence of these signals, and the capture of these signals. 
The Test Software would have a test signal generation capa
bility (i.e., a digital-to-analog (D/ A) write at the sample rate) 25 

and a test signal reception capability (i.e., an analog-to-digital 
(A/D) read at the sample rate). In all cases, the D/A writes and 
the AID reads would occur simultaneously (including null 
D/A generation). A single counter would identifY and label 
the transmit and receive sample pairs. 

The test signal generations would be accomplished by one 

selecting the one transceiver that optimizes performance. 
8. A computer-readable medium containing a program 

designed to perform the steps of: 
30 performing a test on a subscriber loop coupled to the com-

or more algorithms capable of generating periodic wave
forms, including pseudo-random periodic waveforms. The 
objective here would be to utilize very small program space 
and very small data memory space. Each algorithm can have 35 

a parameters set, or the parameter set may be loaded from an 
external source. Loading the parameters from an external 
source provides great flexibility and use of test signals not yet 
known. 

munication device; and 
determining, responsive to the test, whether at least one of 

a group of transceivers within a device is currently com
patible with at least one of a plurality of predefined 
spectrum management classes; 

selecting an operating transceiver from the group of trans
ceivers, where each transceiver is configured to connnu
nicate in a respective at least one of the predefined spec
trum management classes, and where the selected 
operating transceiver is configured to connnunicate in 
the first allowable class; and 

enabling the operating transceiver. 
9. The computer-readable medium of claim 8, wherein 

45 each spectrum management class defines transmit power 
requirements for the modem. 

It should be noted that the present invention has been 40 

described with reference to preferred embodiments, but that 
the present invention is not limited to those embodiments. It 
should also be noted that, although the present invention 
preferably is implemented in software, the present invention 
may also be implemented solely in hardware, if so desired. If 
implemented in software, the software is not limited to being 
stored on any particular type of storage device. A suitable 
storage device for this purpose may be, for example, a mag
netic storage medium, such as a magnetic disk, a solid state 
storage medium, such as random access memory (RAM) or 
read only memory (ROM), or an optical storage medium, 
such as an optical compact disk ROM (CD-ROM). Therefore, 
the present invention is not limited with respect to the type of 
computer-readable medium employed for storing the soft
ware. Those skilled in the art will understand that various 
modifications may be made to the embodiments and features 
discussed above without deviating from the spirit and scope 
of the present invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method comprising: 
measuring subscriber loop characteristics; 
identifYing a first allowable class corresponding to the 

measured subscriber loop characteristics, where the 
allowable class is chosen from a group of predefined 
spectrum management classes 

selecting an operating transceiver from a group of trans
ceivers within a device, where each transceiver is con-

10. The computer-readable medium of claim 8, wherein the 
spectrum management classes are defined by a standard. 

11. The computer-readable medium of claim 8, the pro-
50 gram further designed to perform the step of determining that 

none of the transceivers is currently compatible with any of 
the spectrum management classes, and to refrain from data 
transmission and reception upon such determination. 

12. The computer-readable medium of claim 8, the pro-
55 gram further designed to perform the step of measuring char

acteristics of the subscriber loop. 
13. The computer-readable medium of claim 12, the pro

gram further designed to perform the step of automatically 
selecting, based on the measured characteristics, one of the 

60 transceivers that is compatible with at least one of the spec
trum management classes. 

65 

14. The computer-readable medium of claim 12, wherein 
the measured characteristic is loop length. 

15. A device, comprising: 
a group of transceivers that are each compatible with a 

respective at least one of a predefined spectrum manage
ment classes; and 
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a modem coupled to a subscriber loop, the modem capable 
of operating with the group of transceivers, wherein 
each spectrum management class defines transmit 
power requirements to which the modem must adhere in 
order to be compatible with the class, wherein the 
modem is configured to determine whether at least one 
of the transceivers is currently compatible with at least 
one of the spectrum management classes and configured 

14 
18. The modem of claim 15, the modem further configured 

to automatically select one of the transceivers that is compat
ible with at least one of the spectrum management classes. 

19. The modem of claim 15, wherein the modem is further 
configured to determine that none of the transceivers is cur
rently compatible with any of the spectrum management 
classes, and to refrain from data transmission and reception 
upon such determination. 

20. The modem of claim 15, wherein the modem is further 
configured to measure subscriber loop length. 

to select an operating transceiver from the group of 
transceivers, and where the selected operating trans- 10 

ceiver is configured to communicate in the first allow
able class. 

21. The modem of claim 15, wherein the modem is further 
configured to measure characteristics of the subscriber loop. 

22. The modem of claim 21, wherein the modem is further 
configured to automatically select, based on the measured 

15 characteristics, one of the transceivers that is compatible with 
at least one of the spectrum management classes. 

16. The modem of claim 15, wherein each spectrum man
agement class defines transmit power spectral density (PSD) 
requirements. 

17. The modem of claim 15, wherein the spectrum man
agement classes are defined by a standard. * * * * * 














